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Presentation Notes
By the end of Module Two, students will know that driving safely involves more than just jumping in the car and steering the vehicle.  Teenagers are often anxious to start driving once they have obtained a learner’s permit.  Many young drivers think basic controls such as the accelerator, brake pedal, and steering wheel are easy to use and require little practice to master.  If that were the case, we would not have thousands of traffic collisions and fatalities each year.In this module, students will learn about the importance of developing pre-drive habits that promote traffic safety that happen before they put the vehicle in motion.  Teachers need to explain to parents and students how practice and repetition will move these pre-drive habits to automatic behaviors.Students will also get a brief introduction of the “bigger picture” of the highway transportation system (HTS) so they have a better understanding of how they fit into it.
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Topic 1  Highway Transportation System

Topic 2 Maintaining Your Vehicle
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Topic 3    Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Topic 4    Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls 
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Presentation Notes
We will be covering the following topics:The Highway Transportation System, a complex system comprised of many types of roadways, vehicles and people designed to allow people and goods to navigate safely from one place to another. This vital infrastructure to the health our country’s economy, security, and way of life is cooperatively regulated by federal, state, and local governments. How the many parts of your engine and vehicle function and what can happen if you don’t keep up with a routine maintenance schedule. By keeping up with the condition of the various parts and devices of your vehicle, you can prevent malfunctions that will decrease your fuel mileage, acceleration, stopping, and steering power, as well as the efficiency/efficacy of other comfort and safety devices. How you should approach your vehicle when you are preparing to drive it, including the safest direction from which to approach, and what you should be looking for as you scan the general area, immediate area around your vehicle and vehicle, itself. How to adjust the vehicle’s seat, steering wheel, headrest, safety belt, and mirrors for your maximum comfort, visibility, and safety. How to find and use the devices with which you control your vehicle and recognize the icons, symbols, and measurement tools on your vehicle’s instrument panel, dashboard, gear shift, steering wheel, door, and to either side of the driver’s seat. We will learn about which icons are alerts that light up to warn you when something isn’t right (for example: if your parking brake is on, you are not wearing your seatbelt, a door is ajar, or you need to check the engine; other icons that light up to indicate their respective devices are on (for example: high beams, air conditioning, radio, cruise control, etc.), and the gauges and measurement tools that help you keep track of your car’s condition (for example: how hot the engine is, how many miles you’ve driven, how fast you’re going, how hard the engine is working, etc.).



The Highway Transportation System

• The Highway 
Transportation System 
(HTS) provides safe, 
convenient, and efficient 
movement of people and 
goods from place to place 

• The HTS affects the 
economy: YOU affect the 
HTS!
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How did you get to class today? America is a nation on wheels. The interstate highway system is the largest public works program in the history of this country, and it has positively influenced economic growth and reduced traffic deaths and injuries.  The Highway Transportation System connects more than 80 million licensed drivers navigating over four million miles of roads leading all over the United States of America to all parts of the continent. Without a first class system of interstate highways, would be more risky, less prosperous, and lacking in the efficiency and comfort that Americans now enjoy and many take for granted. People would be crowded into more densely packed inner cities, intercity travel would occur less often and be more cumbersome, vacation travel would  be more restricted, and freight charges and prices would be higher.  Most goods and services are delivered via roads, which is evident after a significant snow fall when the shelves in the stores become bare. The HTS has a critical impact on our economy.The Virginia Department of Transportation maintains most of the 57,867-miles of roads in Virginia.  Interstate - 1,118 miles of four-to-ten lane highways that connect states and major cities.Primary - 8,111 miles of two-to-six-lane roads that connect cities and towns with each other and with interstates.Secondary - 48,305 miles of local connector or county roads. These generally are numbered 600 and above. Arlington and Henrico counties maintain their own county roads.Frontage (also called access road or service road that run parallel to higher speed roads) - 333 miles of frontage roads. A separate system includes 10,561 miles of urban streets, maintained by cities and towns with the help of state funds. Virginia's cities are independent of its counties. Henrico County (1,279 miles) and Arlington County (359 miles) maintain their own roads with VDOT funds. There is an additional 39 miles of toll roads maintained by others.In the United States, passenger transportation is dominated by passenger vehicles, (cars, vans, motorcycles, buses), using the over 3.9 million miles of highways throughout the country and accounting for 86% of passenger-miles traveled.Freight transportation, the movement of goods, equipment, and commodities across the nation is also primarily dependent on the usage of large trucks and tractor trailers, with 60% of freight in the United States being transported over the national HTS. Without a properly maintained HTS, commerce would slow or shut down, leaving people unable to get to their jobs, go on vacation, or shop outside of their immediate area. Store shelves would run low on or sell completely out of goods normally easily available to us. As a driver on the HTS, you will directly affect the safety, efficiency, and quality of our road systems.Dialing the number 511 on your phone will give you access to real-time traffic information anywhere in VA including warnings about weather, road conditions, traffic jams, car crashes, and roadwork.



• People 
– Walking, Driving, or Riding

• Vehicles
– Bicycles, Cars and SUVs, Mopeds Tractor-Trailer Trucks

• Roadways 
– From the smallest dirt road to the complex multilane 

expressways

The Highway Transportation System (HTS)

Three Components of the HTS
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:People  Question: How do people use the HTS? Answer:  They use the HTS by walking, riding a bike or riding as a passenger in a vehicle. Vehicles  Question: Have the students list the types of vehicles that use the HTS from the smallest to the largest.  Or have the students get into groups and create business plans, advertisements or PSAs for each of the categories.Answer: The smallest vehicles include bikes, mopeds and motorcycles, etc., and they have little to no protection. Midsize vehicles include cars, vans, SUVs, small trucks, campers, farm vehicles, and they have moderate protection. The largest vehicles include mobile homes, street cars, construction vehicles, buses, semi-trailer trucks, etc., and have the most protection.Roadways: The streets, roads, and interstates that make up the HTS are generally numbered by direction and size: at one time they were US Routes proceeding from low even numbers in the north, to high even numbers in the southInterstate highways that run north/south are odd-numbered (for example: I-81, I-95)Question: List types of roadways.Answer: Roadways vary from dirt to paved roads.  They can be straight, curvy, or hilly.  They are rural, city, driveways, parking lots, alleys, tunnels, bridges, multi-lane expressways, etc.  All these different types of roads require different skills to navigate safely.  Question: List different types of road surfaces.Answer: Dirt, gravel, cobblestone, asphalt, concrete, flat, crowned, etc.  Road surface and shape affect traction and control. Question: List different types of road conditions.Answer: Wet, rough, icy, grooved, snow covered, etc. During this course you will learn how to safely navigate and maintain control of your vehicle on all types of roads in all types of weather conditions.



Different Vehicles Move 
Different Ways

Commercial Vehicles: Minimum following  distance, stop 
at railroad crossings, wide right turns, lower speed limits

Mopeds/Scooters: May be driven by someone without a 
driver’s license, cannot exceed 35 mph

Motorcycles: May be driven two abreast in one lane, may 
use HOV lanes even if only carrying the driver

Bicycles: Signals using arms/hands, cars must give at least 
three feet of room when passing
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Some Virginia laws vary slightly amongst the different vehicles that you will be sharing the road with, affecting both how their operators must drive and how you must drive around these different vehicles. It is important to be aware of differences in the laws governing the various types of vehicles you will be sharing the road with because it will help you understand and predict their driving behaviors which may help you avoid a wreck. Commercial vehicles are vehicles that weigh more than 26,001 lbs. (12 tons), vehicles that can carry at least 15 passengers plus the driver, and/or vehicles that transport hazardous materials.Some trucks, such as full dump trucks hauling stone or gravel, have signs on their rear warning vehicles behind them to follow no closer than 200-500 feet. This is for your safety and the protection of your vehicle so rocks or debris that are jarred out of the back of the truck do not fly back and hit your windshield, cracking it. Other commercial vehicles, such as those transporting hazardous materials like oil, gasoline, or propane, are required to stop at all railroad crossings, whether or not there is a sign instructing vehicles to stop. You do not want to rear-end a truck hauling highly flammable material. Commercial vehicles are often subject to different speed limits than cars. For example, school buses have a maximum speed of 55 mph on interstate highways, 45 mph on other highways, and while en route picking up and dropping off children, they cannot travel faster than 35 mph. On some highways, commercial vehicles are prohibited from the left lane and prohibited from some roads completely. Mopeds are two- (or occasionally three-) wheeled motorbikes powered by gasoline, electricity, or a combination of the two with a maximum motor size of 50 ccs. They are not allowed on interstates and have a maximum speed of less than 35 mph: if they travel at speeds greater than 35 mph, they are considered motorcycles and are subject to a different, stricter set of regulations. You must  be at least 16 years old to operate a moped, but there is no requirement for a driver’s license. This means that it’s possible that an individual driving a moped or scooter may not be aware of all of the rules of the road.Moped drivers are required to wear helmets, but they do not have the protection provided by the body of a car, meaning if your car collides with one, the moped driver could be seriously injured or killed, so exercise caution around them and give mopeds plenty of space and allow for the fact that they may not be able to accelerate as quickly or travel the maximum speed limit if it exceeds 35 mph.Motorcycles are two- (or occasionally three-) wheeled motorbikes capable of traveling at speeds faster than 35 mph. Motorcycles are allowed to travel two abreast in the same lane of travel. However, remember that they are two separate drivers who can act independently of one another and may not remain in that formation. Some traffic lights are controlled by sensors that detect the presence of vehicles waiting at stoplights and send a message to the red light telling it to turn green. Sometimes these sensors do not pick up on the presence of motorcycles, so Virginia law permits them to proceed with caution through an intersection at which they have a red light as long as they have waited for either 120 seconds or through two complete cycles of the traffic light, whichever is shorter. Motorcycles are allowed in High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes, even if driver does not have a passenger.  Like moped drivers, motorcycle operators are required to wear helmets, but are extremely vulnerable in the case of a wreck without the protection of a vehicle around them. They are capable of rapid acceleration and high speeds, but are smaller than cars and trucks and therefore more difficult to see and keep track of—use extreme caution when driving around someone on a motorcycle.  Bicycles are manually powered, usually two-wheeled, means of locomotion. Bicycles can be ridden on the sidewalk or with the flow of traffic by a rider of any age. Several Virginia jurisdictions require bicyclists aged 14 and younger to wear a bicycle helmet. Because bicycles do not have turn signals, brake lights, or emergency flashers, you will need to pay attention to the bicyclists’ hand signals to anticipate changes in speed and/or direction. Effective July 1, 2014, when passing a bicycle on the road you must give at least three feet of space between them and your vehicle.



Federal Government
• Traffic Safety Guidelines

Enforcement Agencies
• Federal
• State
• Local Governments

Who Regulates the HTS
• Federal
• State
• Local Governments

Federal Laws
• Uniform Vehicle Code

States Laws, Cities, Towns
• State Code and Local 

ordinances

Motor Vehicle Depts.
• Administer state laws for 

drivers and vehicles

Courts
• Decide violations

Law Enforcement
• Ensure laws are obeyed

Highway Engineers
• Plan, build, maintain

Who Regulates the HTS?
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Have you ever noticed that signs, signals and pavement markings are the same no matter where you are in the US?  That’s because federal, state, and local governments all work together to coordinate a uniform design and they share common themes for regulating the highway transportation system. The federal government offers monetary support to help improve state roadways and in return, states cooperate with certain laws and policies dictated by the federal government. Example: 1973 Congress enacted national speed limit of 55 mph; if states did not comply, they did not receive any federal funding for the construction and maintenance of their highways.However, the rules governing vehicle registration, driver's licensing, highway maintenance, enforcement, and the court system are dictated by the state and not the federal government.  In Virginia, you can find all the state motor vehicle laws under Title 46.2 of the Code of Virginia, http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+TOC4602000Student Activity: Ask students to research the motor vehicle section of the Code, and select 4 or 5 laws and provide a short synopsis of what they learned.orHave them create a short video or game displaying understanding of signs, signals and markings.Have students create lane markings and signs to increase hallway safety in their school



Maintaining Your Vehicle 
Self-Checks to Perform Weekly

Windshield Wipers/Washer Fluid: 
Nicks in wiper blades, flyers stuck under blades, enough washer fluid 

Emergency Kit 
Water, food, emergency contact info, flashlight, batteries, whistle, rain poncho, gloves/socks, blankets, sand/kitty 

litter, ice scraper, jumper cables, road flares, toilet paper, sanitary wipes

Outside Lights
Headlights, tail lights, brake lights, turn signals, hazard lights: function cracks in glass, 

mud

Tires 
Air Pressure; Signs of Uneven/Excessive Tread Wear; Damage; Punctures
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Your vehicle will require periodic, routine checks and maintenance procedures in order to operate safely and reliably. Some of these need to be performed by qualified service personnel, but some you can, (and should!) do yourself. You should perform Weekly Self-Checks: TiresTire pressure should be the maximum pressure listed on the tire side-wall or the recommended pressure identified in the vehicle manufacturer’s owner’s manual.Tire tread wear/damage such as cuffing, (uneven wear on inside or outside tread areas), bald spots, visible belt, cuts, nails and punctures.Why is checking your tires important? Maintaining your tires will make your car ride smoother, increase fuel efficiency, enable maximum traction and control over the vehicle, and help avoid flat tires. Outside lightsCheck to ensure that your headlights, tail lights, brake lights, left/right turn signals and hazard lights have working light bulbs, do not have cracked glass, are not obscured by mud, and are functioning properly.Why is checking your lights important? Your headlights do not only illuminate the road so you can see better, they also make you more visible to other vehicles, even during daylight hours. Turn signals and brake lights are one of the primary methods of communicating with other drivers and indicate the speed and direction of your vehicle, allowing other drivers to avoid moving into the same space on the road that you intend to occupy (two cars cannot both occupy the same space on the road—this is called a wreck!).Hazard lights (aka emergency blinkers) alert other vehicles that you are not able to proceed normally with the flow of traffic. They activate all four turn signal lights to blink on and off since flashing lights attract more attention than a steady beam of light. You can use them to signal other drivers that you are temporarily stopped on a paved portion of the highway (e.g., if you get a flat tire), that you cannot drive any faster than 30 mph (e.g., if hauling something relatively heavy in proportion to your vehicle), or that you are part of a funeral procession. Emergency Kit (http://www.vaemergency.gov/content/your-vehicle)Bottles of water and non-perishable food: Confirm that your water has not evaporated or leaked and that your food has not passed its expiration date or been contaminated by insects/rodents. If water has leaked, examine the other items in your kit for mildew, saturation, rust, short circuiting or disintegration.List of emergency contacts and phone numbers: Check your emergency contact list to reflect the most up-to-date information.Flashlight and batteries: Make sure your flashlight batteries are the correct size and still good: you can determine whether or not a triple or double A battery still has a charge by dropping the battery from about six inches above concrete, tile, or another hard surface: if the battery hits the surface and falls over, it is still holding a charge and is usable; if the battery bounces, it has been drained and is no good. Whistle: This is a small, easy to lose item, so check to make sure it hasn’t been misplaced.Rain poncho and umbrella: These items are handy in many non-emergency, everyday situations, so it’s important to ensure that you have not used something up or loaned something out that hasn’t been returned. Pair of gloves, socks and a hat: More items that are likely to be used in non-emergencies, so check that they’re still there. Blanket: Inspect for mildew and unwelcome residents, such as moths. Sack of sand or clay kitty litter: Look for tears or strained areas in the packaging that might precede a tear. Sand/litter is difficult to clean up and of little use to create traction if it is all over the trunk of your car.Snow/ice scraper and a small shovel: Other items that are likely to be used in non-emergencies, so look to ensure you’ve got them.Jumper cables: Scan for damage such as frays in the wiring and rust.Brightly colored cloth: Another item to examine for mildew and moths.Road Flares: Check for damage. Toilet paper and sanitizing wipes: Make sure your toilet paper is dry and your sanitizing wipes are moist.Why is checking your emergency equipment important? As the name indicates, in the event of an emergency such as a traffic jam, a winter storm, a car wreck, or a break down, these supplies may increase comfort of the driver and passengers, decrease the need for outside assistance, reduce the chances of injuryStudent Activity: For each item listed in the Emergency Kit, have the students name a situation where it could be useful and how.For example: A blanket could come in handy to keep you warm if you got trapped out in a snow storm, or you could put it down on the hot tarmac in the summer to protect yourself from asphalt burns if you get a flat tire and have to lay on the ground while you jack up the car and change the tire. You could use sand/kitty litter to create traction if you get stuck in the ice or snow by sprinkling it around your tires, or if you are out somewhere and you notice fluid has leaked from your vehicle, you can cover it in sand or kitty litter to absorb it to prevent the hazardous waste from creating a fire hazard (if it’s leaking gasoline), washing into the ground water ( if it’s leaking oil) or from poisoning animals (if it’s leaking antifreeze). Windshield wiper blades and washer fluidInspect your windshield wiper blades to make sure they don’t have any nicks or breaks, that they are free of detritus such as leaves and pine needles and do not have any fliers or advertisements stuck underneath them. Check to ensure that you have not run out of washer fluid.Why is checking your windshield wiper blades and washer fluid important? The driver’s ability to clearly see out of the front windshield is absolutely vital, and any obstruction of that view is highly dangerous. Keeping your windshield clean is important: dirty windshields may produce a glare that impairs your ability to see. Even if you keep your windshield clean, you may find that your vision is suddenly obscured, (e.g. because the vehicle in front of you has just kicked up mud all over your windshield, because your vehicle startled a turkey vulture enjoying a roadside meal and as it took off into dropping part of his dinner onto your windshield as it took off), and that is not the time that you want to discover that your wipers have been jammed by a flyer stuck underneath them, or that the wiper blades are so damaged that they just smear the dirt around, or that you have no washer fluid to assist the wiper blades in cleaning off the windshield. 
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1.  Engine Coolant 
Reservoir 

2.  Windshield Washer Fluid 
Reservoir 

3.  Engine Oil Filler Cap
4. Transmission Fluid 

Dipstick (Automatic 
Transmission)

5.  Engine Oil Dipstick
6.  Brake Fluid Reservoir
7. Clutch Fluid Reservoir      

(Manual Transmission)
8.  Battery
9.  Power Steering Fluid                    

Reservoir
10.  Drive Belts
11.  Air Filter Assembly

Maintaining Your Vehicle
The Parts of an Internal Combustion Engine
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go over the parts of the engine with your students. *On the next page is a copy of the same engine diagram but with the parts in the column listed in a different order and assigned letters A through L. They will have to match the correct letter/engine part with the correct number on the diagram*



A.  Battery
B.  Engine Oil Dipstick
C.  Engine Oil Filler 

Cap
D. Drive Belts
E.  Engine Coolant    

Reservoir
F.  Windshield  

Washer Fluid 
Reservoir 

G. Power Steering 
Fluid 
Reservoir

H. Brake Fluid 
Reservoir

I.  Air Filter Assembly
J. Transmission Fluid 

Dipstick (Automatic 
Transmission)

K. Clutch Fluid 
Reservoir (Manual 
Transmission)
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Maintaining Your Vehicle
The Parts of an Internal Combustion Engine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class Activity: The engine parts listed in the column at the right have been scrambled and assigned letters instead of numbers. Have the students identify the engine part name from the column with the correct number on the engine diagram.



Maintaining Your Vehicle
Self-Checks to Perform Every 1-2 Months

Levels & Purity of 
Engine Fluid 

• Engine oil: Lubricates moving 
parts  to reduce wear, cleans, 
inhibits corrosion , cools 
engine .

• Brake fluid: Transfers  force 
into pressure, amplifying 
braking force.

• Coolant: Circulates through 
engine block to cool the 
engine and  then through the 
radiator to dispel  heat.

Functionality of  
Seatbelts & Buckles

• Wear and tear on 
lap/shoulder belts.

• Seatbelt “catch” when jerked 
suddenly or during sudden 
braking.

• Functioning buckles.

Problems to Check forFunctions of Engine Fluids
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Every one to two months, you should check the level of the fluids underneath the hood of your vehicle. Fluid LevelsEngine oil is vital to keeping your vehicle’s engine running properly. You must monitor not only the level of oil, but also its cleanliness.  Why should I check/change the oil in my vehicle? Having enough, clean oil keeps the internal parts of the engine lubricated, clean, and cool, preventing the moving parts from grinding against each other causing wear and damage, inhibiting corrosion, and keeping the engine from overheating. If you do not periodically change your oil, dirt and sludge can build up resulting in engine failure. Depending on the type of vehicle, the oil should usually be changed every 3,000 to 5,000 miles.There are different types of motor oils and different categories based on quality as ranked by the American Petroleum Institute (API). The type and category of oil you should use depends on whether the engine uses gasoline or diesel, the year of the engine’s manufacture, the mileage of the vehicle, and the amount of horsepower you need. Thus, different cars require different types and quality categories of motor oil and it is best to consult the vehicle’s owner’s manual.Types of Motor OilMineral Oils: Made from refined crude oil. It is the least expensive oil and works find in most common vehicles.Synthetic Blend Oils: Combination of synthetic oil made in a laboratory and mineral oil designed for use in older, high mileage cars and “high performance” engines. More expensive, but have a longer life than pure mineral oil. Fully Synthetic Oils: Contain no mineral oils and are often used in industrial applications. Have a very high longevity, but are usually the most expensive. Quality Categories of Motor OilHighest quality of oil for diesel engines is CI-4Gasoline enginesMotor oils for gasoline engines are ranked from SA through SM (lowest-highest).Although older categories of motor oil (SA through SH) are often still on the market, they are generally considered obsolete for use in modern cars. SA oils can cause engine damage and higher emissions in cars built after 1930.Category SJ protects engines built in 2001 or earlier, but is not optimal for newer vehicles.The highest quality of oil for gasoline engines is SM which, according to the API is, “[D]esigned to provide improved oxidation resistance, improved deposit protection, better wear protection, and better low-temperature performance over the life of the oil.” In general, most of the vehicles you will encounter should use SJ, SL, or SM rated oil.Changing your oil is something you can do on your own, or have done at an auto shop. If you choose to change it yourself, be sure to dispose of the used, dirty oil properly. Brake Fluid is used to transfer force into pressure and amplify braking force.Most fluids are incompressible which allows the hydraulic system brake to transmit force. However, if the brake fluid becomes hot enough, it will boil which means the fluid will turn into a gas: gases are compressible. If the brake fluid becomes a gas, it may partially or completely disable the brakes. You are most likely to boil your brake fluid during a period of prolonged braking such as driving down a mountain.  There are three main types of brake fluid available:DOT3: glycol-based fluid, absorbs waterDOT4: glycol-based fluid, absorbs waterDOT5: silicon-based fluid, does not absorb water Avoid opening your car’s brake fluid reservoir and keep containers of brake fluid tightly sealed because DOT3 and DOT4 brake fluids can absorb water from the air which will lower the brake fluid’s boiling point, increasing your vehicles chance of brake failure. Additionally, DOT3 and DOT4 brake fluids will dissolve paint, so be careful to avoid spilling it on your vehicle. Although DOT5 does not absorb water, keeping its boiling point relatively stable, that means that any water that does get into your brake system will form pure water pockets which can corrode your brakes. None of the types of brake fluid should ever be mixed together  because they can react badly and corrode your brake system, so you before you “top off” your brake fluid, you need to know what kind of brake fluid is already in your engine’s system. The cap on the brake fluid reservoir will usually indicate the type of brake fluid required for your vehicle, or you can find this information in the vehicle owner’s manual.  Coolant is a circulating fluid that flows through the engine. Coolant in automobile engines is usually a mixture of water and antifreeze. Why should I use antifreeze in my vehicle’s coolant? Antifreeze improves the function of the coolant in three ways:It lowers the ambient temperature at which the coolant will freeze. This prevents the inflexible enclosures such as the reservoir the brake fluid is held in or the hoses through which it travels from cracking or bursting due to the expansion of water when it turns into a solid (ice) in freezing weather conditions.  It also raises the temperature at which the coolant will boil and turn into a gas. It is critical for the coolant to remain in liquid form so it can efficiently and effectively transfer heat away from the radiator, warm up the air when you turn the heat on in your vehicle, or allow the heat to dissipate, preventing the engine from overheating.  Unlike plain water or salt water, antifreeze will not cause galvanic corrosion or rust to your brake system. One of the most commonly used types of automobile antifreeze is a greenish-yellow fluid called ethylene glycol. Ethylene glycol is poisonous to both animals and humans; an issue that is compounded  because of its sweet taste. This occasionally leads to accidental ingestion by children or, in very rare cases, use as a murder weapon since its taste can be hidden in sweet foods, it’s difficult to detect its presence in the body, and ethylene glycol poisoning causes symptoms that can be easily confused with other ailments.Because it has a sweet taste, pets and wild animals may be enticed to drink it. Additionally, spilled or leaked ethylene glycol is harmful to groundwater. It is imperative to immediately and properly clean up any and all leaked or spilled antifreeze.  Antifreeze can also be absorbed through the skin and cause damage to internal organs, so wear protective gear such as rubber/latex gloves when handling it or cleaning it up. If you spill antifreeze, or your car has leaked coolant:Pour kitty litter, sand, or other absorbent material on the spill and allow it to absorb as much of the antifreeze as possible. Wearing rubber gloves, pick up the saturated sand/kitty litter and discard. Clean the area vigorously with soap and warm water; if the spill occurred outdoors, hose the remaining suds/water into your lawn, which will allow the soil to filter out the toxins before they reach the groundwater. If the spill occurred inside, sop it up with paper towels and discard them in a safe container where pets cannot pull them out; do not rinse the contaminated water and suds down the drain.SeatbeltsSeatbelts save lives and as awareness about their effective, positive impact on safety spreads, more people are recognizing their importance and using them. However, if your seatbelt is faulty or has a major flaw in it, it may not work properly during a crash, so it is important to monitor the functionality of the seatbelts in your vehicle. Inspect the seatbelt for fraying or excessive wear. If the seatbelt has been involved in a severe impact, it may have been weakened and should be replaced. Pull the seatbelt out slowly and check to see if it extends smoothly. If there is any sticking or catches, this could indicate a faulty retractor.Next, pull the seatbelt out quickly and suddenly to ensure that it locks and releases. The seatbelt should lock when pulled suddenly (mimicking a emergency braking or crash) to prevent the occupant from flying forward. Check to make sure that the seatbelt buckles properly and holds the seatbelt firmly. Also make sure that the seatbelt releases easily when you depress the button on the buckle.If you are properly wearing your seatbelt, you are 40% less likely to be fatally injured in a car wreck.



Maintaining Your Vehicle
Self-Checks to Perform Every 6 Months

Test/adjust  air 
pressure in spare 

tire
Check level of 

power steering 
fluid

Inspect parking 
brake for proper 

operation 

Examine /lubricate 
hinges, door 

latches & locks

Check/Clean 
body and door 

drain holes

Assess/adjust 
strength of the 

coolant

Clean battery 
connections if 

necessary
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There are other self-checks that you can perform less frequently, but they are still very important. Spare tires are stored in different places depending on the vehicle: consult your vehicle owner’s manual to determine where you spare tire is and how to access it. Even a well-sealed tire may slowly deflate over a long period of time leaving it flat. If your spare tire is flat, it will be of little or no use to you when one of your four regular tires blows out. Just as hydraulic brake systems use fluid to (force to pressure), so does power steering fluid. If there isn’t enough fluid, steering becomes more difficult and the moving parts could be damaged without fluid to help them move smoothly.  On some vehicles, the power steering fluid level can only be checked accurately after the engine has run for a brief period and after you’ve turned the steering wheel in either direction several times while the car is idling. Other cars have gradations on the dipstick or reservoir cylinder for both a “hot” level for when the engine has been running and a “cold” level for when the engine has been off. Good power steering fluid should be clear, or leave an amber or pinkish stain when the dipstick is wiped with a rag. If the fluid is brown or black, it has been contaminated with bits of rubber from connecting hoses, seals or o-rings, and you should consult a mechanic about changing the fluid. Check your parking brake to make sure that it engages and releases fully. Parking brake problems occur more frequently in automatic transmission vehicles because they are prone to deterioration from disuse: cables are more likely to fray or corrode.Check for rust or obstructions the hinges on which the doors and trunk swing to ensure they open smoothly. Check the latch to make sure it engages completely and holds the door shut and check to make sure it releases fully. It’s important for all of your doors to open properly in case of an emergency need to evacuate the vehicle. Door locks are not “deadbolt” locks and are not intended to prevent doors from opening during a crash, but a securely engaged door latch. Over time, coolant may evaporate or leak from the cooling system. If you choose to “top off” your coolant rather than flush and replace it, do not just add water: this will lower the ratio of water to antifreeze, which lowers the temperature at which it will start to boil, and raise the temperature at which it can freeze. Check your vehicle owner’s manual for the right proportions.Check the vehicle’s battery for leaks and check the terminals on your battery for corrosion. Rust or corrosive build  up on the terminals can usually be cleaned off with a mixture of baking soda and water. The procedure for checking transmission fluid level varies from vehicle to vehicle, so you should consult your vehicle owner’s manual for the proper method. In general, the vehicle must be level, and for many vehicles you can only get an accurate transmission fluid level reading when the engine is “at normal operating temperature,” (usually after the vehicle has been driven for at least ten minutes), and still running. To evenly distribute the fluid, shift through all of the positions including the lower gears, put it in “park,” and fully engage the parking brake. If you use a dipstick, you should check the readings at least twice, and note the lowest level reading as the “correct” reading.Low transmission fluid levels can indicate a leak in the automatic transmission; some transmissions only leak while they are being driven, so you cannot rely on your regular checks under the vehicle for leaking fluids. It is also important to check the color of the transmission fluid: Dark or burned automatic transmission fluid is indicative of serious issues;Milky colored automatic transmission fluid can be caused by driving through high water which may then enter the transmission through the vent system, or it can be caused by radiator failure which allows engine coolant to enter the transmission, and water will dissolve the adhesive on clutch facings, causing rusting. 



Professional Services

• Number of miles driven
• Type/quality of motor oil and oil 

filter
• Usually every 3,000 – 5,000 miles

Change Oil & 
Replace Oil 

Filter

• Type & year of vehicle make/model
• City vs. county roads/interstates
• Terrain
• Your Driving Habits!

Replace Brake 
Pads & Rotors 

• Only driving short distances (<15 mi.)
• Living in an area where roads are 

salted in winter

Replace Parts 
of Exhaust 

System 

How Often
Should You…?

Factors Affecting 
Maintenance 
Frequency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although you can do most of your vehicle maintenance and upkeep yourself, sometimes you will need to take the vehicle to a professional mechanic to do. Keep track of the dates on which your vehicle was serviced, its mileage at the time of service, and what services were performed. Otherwise, it can be difficult to remember when your vehicle should be professionally serviced. How can you keep track of this information? Possible answers: keep a logbook and pen in your glove box or center console and write the information down each time you take the car to be serviced; keep a file with all of the print-outs given to you after you have your vehicle service and make sure to note any information that is not included in pen.Oil Changes and Oil Filter ReplacementAs you remember from the section on checks that should be performed every one to two months,  having the correct level of clean engine oil is absolutely crucial the health of your vehicle’s engine. You must monitor not only the level of oil, but also its cleanliness.  Why should I check/change the oil in my vehicle?  Having enough, clean oil keeps the internal parts of the engine lubricated, clean, and cool, preventing the moving parts from grinding against each other causing wear and damage, inhibiting corrosion, and keeping the engine from overheating. During the course of the oil’s time-in-use, it will do its job picking up and coating the dirt and grime that could cause friction between the moving parts, it will become dirty and could potentially cause problems if it is not regularly changed, usually every 3,000- 5,000 miles driven, (check your vehicle owner’s manual for the recommended mileage).  Changing the oil alone will not protect your engine from damage for long: when your oil is dirty enough to be changed, chances are that your oil filter is too. The oil filter scrubs engine oil of impurities that it collects as it circulates through your vehicle’s engine as you drive over thousands of miles. Over time, your oil filter gets so clogged with impurities like specks of dirt and metal shavings that it no longer effectively cleans the oil -- dirty oil just keeps recirculating around the engine and will eventually cause major engine damage, so it is critical to replace the oil filter on a regular basis. You should replace the oil when you replace the oil filter so the new filter is not immediately clogged with impurities from the used oil. If you choose to change your own oil and oil filter, you are responsible for disposing of the used oil in accordance with local laws. Student Activity/Assignment: Have students look up the local laws governing the disposal of engine motor oil;Have students look up one or more nearby locations that accept engine mortor oil for disposal or recyclingThe Brake SystemBrake pads are one of the most important components of your vehicle’s braking system: they are directly responsible for stopping your car. Most of a car’s stopping power comes from the front tires. When you press the brake pedal, calipers situated around the front wheels of your vehicle squeeze the brake pads against the brake rotors which, by friction, eventually slow your vehicle’s wheels to a stop. However, this friction will gradually wear away the brake pads until they are no longer efficiently able to stop your vehicle, which you may realize as a very serious problem. When/How often should you change your brake pads and brake rotors?  A number of factors affect how often you should change your brake pads and rotors, ranging anywhere between every 20,000 – 60,000 miles including the variables listed on the slide and below:Question: How does each of the listed factors affect the amount of wear and tear on your brakes? List examples of each factor that are hard on the brake system, and examples of each factor that is easier on it.  Vehicle Make/Model: Answers: Larger, heavier vehicles or vehicles pulling a heavy load will wear through brake pads/rotors faster than a lighter compact car because the heavier the vehicle, the greater the amount of friction needed to stop it. A small sedan does not cause wear and tear on the brake system as quickly as a tractor-trailer does.City vs. Country Roads/InterstatesAnswer: In densely populated cities, the traffic often follows a “stop-and-go” pattern; as you navigate through traffic lights, stop signs, pedestrian crossings, etc., you must apply your brakes more frequently, so driving on city roads takes a heavier toll on brake pads than most interstate or country road driving which should theoretically be moving continuously, primarily in the same direction with few-to-no reasons to stop your vehicle.TerrainAnswer:  Your vehicle is subject to the laws of inertia so while driving through mountains or hilly country you will have to apply the brakes when going downhill simply to remain at the same speed, causing more wear and tear than driving in lowland or flat areas. . Your driving habits: Answer: Driving aggressively, such as speeding up to get in front of someone and then having to immediately apply the brakes to avoid hitting the person in front of them, accelerating quickly and then braking hard between traffic lights, and “riding the brakes” when going downhill are examples of driving habits that will end up costing your pocket later.Signs that you need to have your brake pads changed:If you hear a squealing sound when you apply your brake pedal, this is a clear indication that you need new brake pads. The squealing is caused by a piece of metal embedded in the brake pad that will be exposed when the brake pad is worn down enough and the sound of the metal coming in contact with your wheel causes the screeching sound.If you feel your brakes start to fade, vibrate, or pull to one side. Signs that your brake rotors need to be changed:Pulsing in the brake pedal when stopping from high speeds;Wobbling of the steering wheel when stopping from high speeds;Brake pads and rotors almost always need to be replaced around the same time because they are now both made of metal and wear out at approximately the same rate. If you do not change your brake pads when they are worn down, you can warp your wheel or damage your whole brake system resulting in expensive repairs. The Exhaust System Your car's exhaust system carries away the gases created when the fuel and air are burned in the engine’s combustion chamber. These gases are harmful to humans and our environment.  Keeping your exhaust system in good working condition is vital for fuel mileage, the environment and your safety. One of the biggest dangers to your exhaust system is rust.How does rust/corrosion occur?  Most exhaust systems are made of steel. When steel with iron in it is exposed to water, moisture reacts with the iron forming iron oxide, commonly known as rust. Your exhaust system can be exposed to water in several ways:Driving only short distances: Moisture is present in the exhaust in the form of water vapor that occurs as a by-product of combustion and the catalytic converter. Whenever you shut down your engine, whatever water vapor that is still in the pipes condenses, turns back into a liquid and, if your engine is hot enough, the liquid evaporates. However if the vehicle hasn’t been driven enough miles to get hot, (usually about 15), the water remains as liquid on the steel and will cause rust. Short trips can shorten the life of your exhaust system if they are not made of stainless steel. Living in an area that salts the roads during winter: Salt speeds up the process of corrosion, but you can combat the damage by hosing off the underside of your vehicle every few weeks. Why is it important to check my exhaust system?Danger to vehicle occupants: If a hole rusts through your exhaust system or in the passenger compartment, the toxic fumes can enter the vehicle and endanger the occupants.  Decrease in gas mileage: Over time your oxygen sensor wears out and becomes less accurate. This can result in a rich fuel mixture and cause your engine to burn more fuel than it needs: this means you will have to fill up your tank more often and spend more money on gas. If your oxygen sensor begins to fail, usually the “check engine” light on the dashboard instrument panel will come on to alert you. Your vehicle owner’s manual may suggest the mileage intervals at which you should replace your oxygen sensor, but a general recommendation is to replace it every 60,000 miles.  Rusted out muffler: Your vehicle has either one or two mufflers located on either or both side(s) under the rear bumper, so your muffler is constantly exposed to the elements, so eventually it will rust through and need replacement. Clogged Catalytic Converter: The catalytic converter is the device that controls the emissions from your vehicle, converting toxic pollutants in exhaust gas to less toxic pollutants. On rare occasions the catalytic converter of your vehicle will become clogged and need to be replaced. Symptoms of this issue include loss of power, (if you press the gas pedal but the vehicle doesn’t accelerate), stalling out, heat coming from the floor of the car, and the smell of sulfur (often compared to that of rotten eggs).  Northern Virginia On-Road Emissions Program: Not only is it illegal in Virginia to remove and not replace the catalytic converter in a vehicle, the General Assembly has designed and instituted the “Air Check Virginia’s On-Road Emissions (ORE) Program” in much of Northern Virginia:What are the Goals of the Remote On-Road Emissions Program? To identify vehicles with high emission levels, alert the owners and require repairs to bring the vehicle’s emissions into compliance with state standards in a timely manner instead of allowing heavy-polluting vehicles to be driven around until it is time for the next inspection cycle. To shorten the amount of miles high-emissions vehicles drive, reducing pollution, improving air quality, and benefiting the owner of the vehicle because the repair will likely improve the vehicle’s fuel economy.  To motivate people to invest in exhaust systems with “exceptionally clean” emissions. How it works: The Department of Environmental Quality sets unmanned equipment on the sides of certain highways and roads in Northern Virginia districts determined by the General Assembly; The equipment directs an infrared and violet beam across one lane of traffic, measuring the exhaust pollutants (hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide) of passing vehicles. As each vehicle drives by, a camera takes a picture of its license plate and measures the amount of pollutants in the vehicle’s exhaust. When the equipment identifies a vehicle that is emitting high levels of harmful pollutants, a Notice of Violation is sent to the registered owner of the vehicle explaining that the vehicle is emitting pollutant levels exceeding the legal limit. Within 30 days of receiving the Notice, the owner of the offending vehicle must have presented the vehicle to an emissions inspection station for a Confirmation Test and either passed the emissions inspection after it has been repaired or received a waiver if the inspectors do not find any violation of emissions standards. You will have to pay for the inspection fee and necessary repairs if your vehicle fails the emissions standards test, (but no charge if it passes), and if you fail to comply within 30 days, you may be required to pay a civil fine.The equipment will also identify and reward some owners whose vehicles are found to be “exceptionally clean” by allowing up to one year’s registration without having to undergo another emissions inspection. 



Professional Services (cont.)

• Driving in cities or stop-&-go traffic
• Driving in areas with high levels of smog
• Driving in areas under heavy construction

Replace 
Engine Air 

Filter

• Recommendations vary greatly 
depending on vehicle year/make/model: 
check owner’s manual

Replace Fuel 
Filter

• Start monitoring after ~30,000 miles
• Years of wear and tear
• Contamination by leaked/spilled motor 

oil or coolant

Accessory 
Belts

How Often
Should You…?

Factors Affecting 
Maintenance 
Frequency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Air Filter Recommendations for how often to change your vehicle’s air filter vary by make and model, so you should consult your vehicle owner’s manual to see what the manufacturer recommends.  Question: What does “combustion” mean? Answer: “Explosion.”Most vehicles are powered by an internal combustion engine, meaning that the engine harnesses the power of a continuous series of explosions to propel the vehicle forward. Question: What must be present in order for an explosion to occur?Answer: First, there must be something for the fire to burn, generally referred to as “fuel.” Question: What types of fuel are commonly used to create and/or sustain fires? Answer: wood, natural gas, gasoline, diesel, kerosene, propane, etc. Question: What else does a fire/explosion need to feed it? Answer: OxygenMost vehicles on the market are still internal combustion engines that generally use either gasoline or diesel as fuel to power the engine, but in order for the fuel to ignite and provide the explosive force required to power the engine, there must be a constant supply of clean air to the engine.  Air is sucked into the engine’s air intake plenum and combustion chambers must be cleaned by a filter to prevent airborne debris like dust and dirt from entering the engine and acting as abrasives on the metal parts of the engine, damaging the engine and causing poor performance. In order for the “combustion” part of the process to work most efficiently, with as little strain on the engine and using as little fuel as possible, the ratio of oxygen to fuel in the engine must be at a constant, precise ratio (varying depending on the vehicle’s year, make and model). Dirty air filters will block air from entering the air intake plenum and combustion chambers, resulting in an engine that is “starved of oxygen.” This results in a fuel mix that “runs too rich”—meaning that you’re wasting gasoline and straining your engine. Why should I check my air filter? A bad air filter can reduce your vehicle’s acceleration rate by 6% - 10%	How often should I check/change my air filter? How frequently you change your air filter depends heavily upon how the car is driven and under what type of conditions, including:Dense cities with high amounts of stop-and-go traffic; High levels of smog;  Around heavy construction or any other circumstance that may result in a high amount of particulates in the air.   Mechanics’ estimates for changing the air filter range from every 3,000 miles to every 60,000 miles, so it’s important to consult your vehicle owner’s manual to see your vehicle manufacturer’s recommends. To be on the safe side, you should do a visual spot-check of the air filter yourself at least once every 6,000 miles or so to monitor its condition: this could save you from wasting money on unneeded replacements and from having to make expensive repairs in the future. The Fuel FilterThe job of a fuel filter is to keep contaminants out of your vehicle’s engine where they can cause serious damage. However, eventually, the fuel filter will eventually become clogged from filtering out dirt or rust from the fuel tank and/or debris from the normal deterioration of the fuel line. How often should I check/change my fuel filter? There is much debate over how often vehicles need to have the fuel filter replaced, with some mechanics recommending a change on a yearly basis, some suggesting every 12,000 miles, and some manufacturers advertising new cars with “lifetime” filters (however, even the “lifetime filters should still have their fuel filters replaced about every 30,000 miles). Refer to your vehicle owner’s manual to determine the recommended mileage check points. How do you tell if your fuel filter is clogged or needs to be changed? Typical symptoms include having your car stall out often or lag when you press down on the accelerator pedal. It is difficult to visually determine whether or not a fuel filter is clogged, but you can check it by blowing through it: if that is difficult to do, it probably needs to be replaced. A clean fuel filter will boost your car’s performance  Accessory BeltsAccessory belts are loops of ribbed, reinforced rubber belts used to mechanically link two or more rotating shafts that drive force into the pumps powering devices such as the alternator, air conditioning, power steering pump, and an idler pulley and/or belt tensioner.  Engines used to be equipped with individual belts for many components, but most new vehicles use one or two serpentine belts that power multiple devices. While serpentine belts are more efficient and take up less space in the engine, they are the sole sources of power to those devices, so if the belt breaks, all of them will shut down and the vehicle will stop running.  Serpentine belts shouldn’t require any maintenance and typically last anywhere from 40,000 – 100,000 miles, but the belt will inevitably loosen, fray, chip and, if not replaced, eventually break. Refer to your vehicle owner’s manual for their estimate of the number of miles at which the serpentine belt should be replaced, and as your vehicle approaches that mileage, start checking your serpentine belt for contamination by oil or coolant, uneven wear, and cracks every time you change your oil/oil filter, (every 3,000 – 5,000 miles) or if you hear a potential problem. Hearing squealing or squeaking noises when you accelerate sharply is warning sign that you need to have your belt(s) checked; the chirping/squealing noises may be the sound of the belt and pulley not working due to low belt tension, fraying, chipping, or slippage caused by oil, coolant, or water. Water on the serpentine belt is not problematic and may be heard during rainy or wet weather; if there is oil or coolant on the belt you should have their respective reservoirs and systems inspected for cracks or leaks (the fluid did not get there by itself.) Visually assessing whether or not a belt is at the right tension to provide maximum efficiency and power to your devices is very difficult and should be tested by a professional if your vehicle shows symptoms of a loose or slipping belt, but serpentine belts usually show clear sign of wear and tear a while before they actually break and it’s a good idea to inspect it . If you notice your serpentine belt fraying or wearing unevenly, you may need to have it realigned or replaced; cracks forming in the rubber are a sign of dry rot which will naturally occur with age. 	Some wear and tear or notches in the belt are natural signs of aging, but remember it is vital to replace the belt before it is in danger of breaking. If you don’t, you will not be getting optimal performance from your car prior to the break and once it does fail, your vehicle will break down. Additionally, the broken belt can damage other accessories in your engine meaning not only will you have to pay for the car towed to a mechanic, you will also have a more expensive repair. Student Assignment:  Look up local ordinances governing the disposal of used motor oil, and locate the closest place that offers motor oil disposal/recycling services. 



• Check outside of the vehicle: 
– Broken glass 
– Body damage 
– Condition of tires 
– Fluid leaks 
– Direction of front tires 
– Debris on the ground that could 

interfere with movement or 
puncture a tire

• Check for small children or pets   
near and/or underneath vehicle.

APPROACH 
Before Entering the Vehicle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check the outside for obvious physical damage to the vehicle’s body or glass.Check underneath the vehicle for obvious fluid leakage.  Identify the source of any leaking fluids (coolant, air conditioner condensation, brake fluid, motor oil, transmission fluid). Some of these fluids, if leaked, require certain precautions and cleanup measures.Check for tire inflation, position, and damage. To check the wear on your tires, place a penny in the grooves of your tire tread: if the tread does not reach the top of Lincoln’s head, your tires may not have enough traction to properly stop in an emergency. Scan the area, including underneath of the vehicle, for small children and pets.



APPROACH 
Entering the Vehicle

How should a driver 
approach when:

Parked in a parking lot?

Parked at a curb?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When parked at a curb, the driver should approach the vehicle from the front in order to monitor oncoming traffic.When parked in a parking lot, approach from the rear to observe people and objects near the vehicle.Approach with keys in hand, ready to unlock the door upon your arrival. Ask students to brainstorm how the driver should handle or adjust to the following situations:Broken window or front or rear lens covering on lightsBody damageCondition of tires—tread wear, sidewall bulges, inflationDirection tires are facingLens coverings are not cleanUnwanted passengers inside vehicleHigh incidence of backup crashes and injuriesReflective activities:Have students discuss strategies to prevent running over a bike, pet, or a toy in the driveway.  Have students research the statistics on backup injuries and fatalities. 



Approach car, key in hand- unlock doors 
Allows you to maintain awareness of surroundings; you scanned for hazards 

as you approached, but they can appear while you are distracted.

Store personal items in trunk 
Loose items in vehicle cabs can become projectiles during wrecks or when 

you brake hard. Additionally, keeping valuables out of sight deters thieves.

Control door swing
Prevents damage to your vehicle and others by observing proximity of 

adjacent cars & passing traffic

Enter vehicle
Approach from front when parked at curb; Approach from  rear in parking lot

Entering the Vehicle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Why approach with key in hand?  Time spent standing by your vehicle looking for your keys distracts you from  your environment and gives the conditions you noted around your vehicle on approach the opportunity to change: for example, upon approach, you may have noted that no pedestrians or children were nearby, but a minute later after searching your pockets/purse, a child may have fallen on his bicycle right behind your vehicle.  Furthermore, particularly if you are carrying shopping bags, this time delay leaves you vulnerable to potential thieves looking for a target. In emergency circumstances, you can hit the panic button, or even use your key as a weapon. If your key has remote options you can use it to turn on your lights and find your car in a crowded lot. Why store items in the trunk? The trunk of your vehicle is the safest place to store your belongings. Items stored in the passenger or back seats may slide or fall off during slowing, stopping, and turning, causing a distraction.   Leaving your valuables visible may attract a thief. If your vehicle does not have a trunk, (e.g. a minivan or a truck), ensure your belongings are secured inside the vehicle and store your valuables in a manner so that they cannot be seen from outside the vehicle. Why control your door swing? To prevent hitting a vehicle parked next to you. If parked on the side of the street, to prevent your door being clipped by passing traffic. How many different keys can a car have?  Could be none—keyless entryOr as many as five or more: ignition, door, trunk, gas tank, glove compartment, etc.Remote keyless entry systems are standard on many cars. A simple key fob would have buttons on a remote control that allows you to lock and unlock your car. Some have additional features, such as a button to pop the trunk, open sliding doors on minivans, and a panic button to set off the alarm system.  To prevent theft, a transponder key or “chip key” is an ignition key with a chip embedded in the plastic head of the key. Without this, it is impossible to start the car. If a car thief tries to break into a car to “hot wire it”, unless the engine detects the chip in the transponder, the engine will not start. The push-button keyless entry and start is a very simple process. The driver approaches the vehicle with the key fob in his/her pocket, briefcase, or purse, and the driver’s door will unlock.  The driver then slides behind the wheel and the car's system recognizes the presence of the fob.  All the driver now needs to do to get the motor running is depress the brake pedal and push a button on the control panel. Currently, a push-button keyless start is available primarily in high-end vehicles, although the technology is starting to creep into many more affordable cars. Review: How should you approach your vehicle from the curb?How should you approach your vehicle in a parking lot? 



Entering the Vehicle 
(continued)

Place keys on the dashboard
This leaves your hands free to adjust seat, 

mirrors, etc. without losing  your keys. 

Fasten safety belts
Ensure that everyone in the vehicle is using a 
properly secured, correctly-fitting safety belt

Lock doors
Does not deadlock doors, but it prevents 

unauthorized people from entering your car

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Why place keys on the dashboard?  Place your keys on the dashboard so that you don’t lose them while adjusting the vehicle’s seat, mirrors, etc. and securing yourself and passengers  If you insert the key into the ignition immediately upon entering the vehicle, you run the risk of automatically turning the key all the way which will turn on the engine and potentially inadvertently begin to move before you and your passengers are safely buckled in and situated. Why do you lock your doors?  Contrary to popular belief, locked car doors may fly open in a crash because the lock operates by an electronic or spring-mechanism button and does not physically secure the door shut, as does a deadbolt lock on the door of a house.  When you lock your car doors, you are simply disengaging the ability of the handle device to be opened by anyone outside of the vehicle to prevent unauthorized entry by others.  Many vehicles manufactured after 1980 are also equipped with, “child safety locks,” in the rear doors of vehicles that can be engaged to prevent rear-seat passengers, (where children under the age 12 ride) from opening the car door without the driver’s permission, whether the car is in-motion or parked. Additionally, the locks prevent the rear doors from being opened from the outside without the driver’s permission to protect against unauthorized entry to directly where the children are sitting.



Driver’s Seat 
Adjustments

• Allow at least 10” between driver’s 
chest and the steering wheel

• Driver’s heel should be able to 
pivot smoothly between foot pedals

• Angle of seat back should fit  
driver’s visual needs and help 
maintain vehicle control

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proper, safe seating position is the first things to establish when preparing to drive. This is often overlooked, or improperly imitated, resulting in less proficient car control and premature fatigue.Each time you get into the driver’s seat of a different vehicle or after someone else has been driving the vehicle, you must readjust your seating.Process: The driver's back should be flat against the back of the seat.  The underside of the legs should be in contact with the seat bottom. This position provides the driver with balance and the most tactile feedback possible.The arms when fully extended should allow the wrists to rest at the top of the steering wheel. This allows the arms to be slightly bent at the elbow when executing a turn.When any of the pedals are fully depressed with the ball of the foot on the pedal (not the toes), the leg should still be slightly bent at the knee. If you cannot fully depress the pedals or you must straighten your leg to do so, you Be sure that your knees are not braced up against the dash or steering column; serious injury to your femur, knee and pelvis can occur if you wreck.The seat adjustment lever/control is usually located at lower front or left side of driver’s seat Manual lever adjustment handle is usually located at left front of seatElectronic adjustments are usually on the left side of driver’s seat or to left on door panelSeat back adjustments are usually to the left near the junction of backrest Seat height adjustment is usually an electronic adjustment on the sideSave your driver's seat position if your vehicle has an auto adjust featureA driver under five feet two inches in height, or with short legs, may require brake and accelerator pedal extensions to be able reach and efficiently  operate the pedals and still have 10 inches between the driver’s chest and steering wheel.Questions and reflective activities: Q: What happens if you adjust the mirrors before adjusting your seat?  A: Mirror and steering wheel adjustments depend upon correct seat adjustments. Q: Why is the right heel placed on floorboard between the brake and accelerator?A: For the ease of pivoting the foot between pedals as needed.Q: Why do you sit at least 10 inches from the steering wheel?A: Because you don’t want to be hit with the full force of the airbag during deployment. Role play correct seating position.



• Place back/shoulders against the back of the seat 

• Slightly bend knees

• Rest right heel on floorboard between brake and 
accelerator

• Sit high enough so top of steering wheel is between 
shoulders and chin

• Use secured seat cushion if needed to raise seating 
height

• Rest left foot on “dead pedal”

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions and reflective activities: Q: What happens if you adjust the mirrors before adjusting your seat?  A: Mirror and steering wheel adjustments depend upon correct seat adjustments. Q: Why is the right heel placed on floorboard between the brake and accelerator?A: For the ease of pivoting the foot between pedals as needed.Q: Why do you sit at least 10 inches from the steering wheel?A: Because you don’t want to be hit with the full force of the airbag during deployment. Role play correct seating position.



• Located on floorboard on 
the left side of driver’s 
compartment

• Helps maintain driver 
balance and stability

• Keeps left foot away from 
brake and accelerator 
pedals

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Dead Pedal

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile_pedal

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile_pedal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile_pedal


• Tilt or adjustable steering wheels are             usually 
standard equipment in many vehicles

• They enable different-sized drivers to reposition the 
steering wheel for comfort and safety while allowing 
the instrument panel to be visible at all times

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Adjustable Steering Wheel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “dead” pedal is not a real pedal and it does not move.  It is a flat area on the floorboard located to the left of the other pedals.  In automatic transmission vehicles, you will use only your right foot to engage the pedals on the floor. This is to ensure that you do not brake with your left foot while accelerating with your right foot. This is not applicable for vehicles that have a manual transmission (aka “stick shift”); while driving a vehicle with a manual transmission you will use your left foot to control the clutch pedal and right foot to brake and accelerate. What it the purpose of the dead pedal?  It acts as a foot rest for the left foot and provides a balanced position for the feet.In cars with manual transmissions, it helps keep the driver from riding the clutch.  It helps brace the driver and provides balance while performing extreme driving maneuvers.



• Sit with chest no closer than 10 inches 
from wheel

• Adjust steering wheel so airbag aims at 
chest area 

• Adjust so top of wheel is no higher 
than chin

• Place hands on steering wheel at 8 and 
4 or lower

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Steering Wheel Adjustments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The angle of the steering wheel is usually controlled by a lever or button located on the left or right side of the steering column. Some vehicles have an adjustment lever located on the bottom side of the steering column, near the firewall.  The steering wheel adjustment lever permits the driver to raise or lower the steering column to achieve a better steering wheel angle and view of the vehicle controls. If the steering wheel is adjustable, position it so the airbag is aimed at your chest instead of your head and neck to help prevent injury from the airbag in the event of a wreck.A driver whose chin is not higher than the top of the steering wheel will need to use a wedge-shaped driver’s seat cushion to position his/her body high enough to see over the steering wheel and hood of the car.Q: Why is it unsafe to adjust the steering wheel while the vehicle is in motion?   A: You may lose control of the vehicle. Q: What problems may arise if the steering wheel is adjusted too high or too low?A: You may compromise or lose control of the vehicle.  You may not be able to see the instrument panel and/or cause upper body fatigue.



Rear and Side Mirrors

• The rearview mirror provides the 
widest field of view

• Adjust to see the entire rear window  
frame and the area 200’ to the rear

• Adjust each side mirror until you can 
barely see the side of your vehicle, so 
you maximize the view of the lane 
next to your vehicle

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

The Driver’s View:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The minimum safe distance between your chest and the steering wheel of your vehicle is ten inches: In the event of a front-end collision, your airbag will explode out of the steering wheel at speeds up to 200 miles per hour, and the closer your seat is to the steering wheel, the less space for you and the deployed airbag and the greater the force of impact of the airbag on body.If your seat and steering wheel are not properly adjusted, and/or you are not correctly wearing your safety belt, the airbag can cause serious injury.Compare your steering wheel to an analog clock and find the numbers 8 and 4: you should place your hands at 8 and 4 o’clock: To improve stability This position also lowers the body’s center of gravity and reduces unintended and excessive steering wheel movement which is a primary cause of young driver fatalities. It is a more natural position and helps the driver keep both hands on the wheel at all times. 



• Setting the side view mirror

• Driver side: Place head near side window, 
and adjust mirror out until the side of the 
vehicle is barely visible  (15 degrees)

• Passenger side: lean slightly toward the 
middle of the vehicle and adjust right 
side mirror until the side of the vehicle is 
barely visible

Power 
Adjustment

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a driver, you must develop efficient visual habits, and this process starts as you approach and when you enter the vehicle.  Adjust your seat to see clearly out of the front window (chin above steering wheel), and then adjust your mirrors to maximize the viewing area next to and behind the vehicle.  Rearview Mirror —This mirror is a rectangular shaped mirror that is either suspended from the roof of the vehicle or attached to the front windshield that allows you to see directly behind your vehicle.  To see clearly, you must adjust the mirror for your height and seating position.Adjusting the rearview mirror  Sit in an efficient, balanced driving positionMove your eyes, not your head, to look in the rearview mirror Adjust the mirror so that it frames the entire rear window 



Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Traditional Side Mirror Settings BGE Enhanced Side Mirror Settings

How to Adjust to BGE Enhanced Side-Mirror Settings

While sitting the driver’s seat, set each side view mirror to angle outward about 15 degrees so 
you can just barely see the side of the vehicle from the positions below:

•Driver’s Side: place head against driver’s side window

•Passengers Side: position head in middle of the car

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exterior side view mirrors are located on the doors of your vehicle (driver’s door and passenger’s door).  Their purpose is to allow you to monitor what is in the lanes next to your vehicle. Adjusting the side view mirrorsposition your head six inches from the driver’s side window look in left side view mirror and align the mirror so that you can barely see the left side of your vehicle to adjust the right side mirror, lean toward the middle of the vehiclelook in right side view mirror and align the mirror so that you can barely see the right side of your vehicle (if you do not have electronic mirror controls, have the passenger help you adjust the mirror on the right side)“Objects in mirror are closer than they appear.” Many side view mirrors give a slightly distorted view of the vehicles and objects around you, showing them farther away than they really are. 



Adjusting the Vehicle for You

• Correct position minimizes                             
head and neck injuries

• Adjust head restraint
• Level with ears
• Not more than 4 inches from head

Adjusting the Head Restraint 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have the class compare the size of the blind zones created using traditional side-mirror settings versus the BGE Enhanced mirror settings. Which one is safer and why? “BGE” stands for Blindzone Glare Elimination. If your side-view mirrors are improperly adjusted, you will not be able to see vehicles located in certain zones around your car. While the BGE enhanced mirror settings do not allow you to perfectly monitor 360 degrees around your vehicle, it will reduce the size of your blind zones so vehicles cannot hide in them.How to Adjust your Side View Mirrors to BGE Enhanced SettingTurn the field of view of each side view mirror outward by about 15 degrees by:Driver’s Side Mirror: place your head against the side window and set the mirror to just barely see the driver’s side of the vehicle; Passenger’s Side Mirror:  position your head in the center of the car (you can use the rearview mirror or center console as a reference point in most vehicles) and set the mirror to just barely see the passenger side of the vehicle. This mirror setting reduces the overlap between the inside and side view mirrors and allows the driver to monitor the adjacent lane.  This setting does not eliminate blindzones completely, but it reduces them to four mini blindzones, none of which is large enough to conceal a vehicle.Student activities:   Q: How do you determine if your side view mirror is correctly positioned to effectively monitor the lane next to you?A: From the normal driving position. watch a car as it passes you. It should appear in the outside mirror before it leaves the rearview mirror inside the vehicle, and it should appear in your peripheral vision before leaving the outside mirror. When changing lanes with the BGE setting, first look in the inside mirror for vehicles approaching from the rear; then glance at the outside mirror to see if a vehicle is in the blind zone.  A good rule to follow when changing lanes is if you can see the entire front of a vehicle in the inside mirror, and that vehicle is not gaining on you, it is safe to change lanes provided there is no vehicle in the blind zone.  Have students draw a graphic of the area that is covered by each of the mirrors, and write a narrative with an explanation for how to set each mirror.Have the student teach their parents how to reduce glare and blind zones including a demonstration of the critical elements of the BGE enhanced mirror-setting process.  Come back with a note



A head restraint that’s too low or too far back will not protect your head and neck in 
a crash. The four images below illustrate a typical impact.

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

www.consumerreports.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Head restraints aka “head rests,” prevent/reduce whiplash injuries to the neck; they are not intended to be used for actually “resting” the head. Whiplash and other neck injuries are the most frequently reported automotive-related injuries in the U.S.For maximum safety/protection, the head restraint must be positioned directly behind and very close to the middle of the back of the head.  The standard for manufacturers specifies the minimum height of  the head rest must not be less than 27.5 inches which. for most people, is about level with the ears. The recommended distance between the head rest and the head is specified at not more than 4 inches.  However, according to experts polled by MSN Autos, there is "significant statistical difference" between the number of neck injuries that occur when restraints are greater than 5 centimeters (approximately 2 inches) from the head, and when they are less than that distance away. In most vehicles, fixed head restraints—the kind that form an extension of the seatback and rise high enough to fully support abrupt head movement during a crash—usually provide better protection than adjustable restraints. This is because few people take the time to adjust the movable varieties, and 90 percent of drivers adjust them too low.

http://www.consumerreports.org


• Safety belts (seatbelts) are 
designed so the forces in a 
crash are absorbed by the 
strongest skeletal bones of 
the body: 
• hip bone (pelvis) 
• chest (sternum)
• shoulder

Adjusting the Vehicle for You

Safety Belts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/cars/car-safety/car-safety-reviews/rear-collisions-8-07/adjusting-head-restraints/0708_collide_adjust.htmA head restraint that is too low or too far back will not protect your head and neck in a crash. The four images on this slide illustrate the typical movement of the head and neck during a common crash.Student Activity: Have students check the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (www.iihs.org) front-seat ratings, and with Consumer Reports’ monthly auto-test reports for their rear-seat head restraint evaluations. Ask them to identify the make and model of the three most highly evaluated vehicles.



Safety Belts

• Sit with shoulders and lower back firmly against seat
• Snug the lap belt secured across rib cage and bony pelvic area
• Adjust shoulder belt height with movable anchors on pillars so 

the belt does not rub against your neck
• Check passengers for proper fit

Adjusting the Vehicle to Fit You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wearing a seat belt stops your body from being thrown around inside or outside the car and decreases the chances you’ll get hurt by firmly keeping you in place. In the event of a wreck, you are four times more likely to die if your body is thrown outside of your vehicle than inside. Air bags are designed to be used with seat belts. By themselves, they are only 12% effective at reducing deaths. Air bags inflate rapidly in a crash. If you’re not buckled in your seat, your face will be thrown into the air bag and you could be seriously injured or even killed.Imagine running as fast as you can into a wall. This is exactly the situation you face when the front of your car hits something at only 10-15 miles an hour. The car stops in the first tenth of a second, but your body will keep moving at the same rate you were going in the car until something stops you - the steering wheel, dashboard or windshield - if you're not wearing your safety belt. Although only twice the speed, if you wreck at 30 mph your body will hit "the wall" four times as hard as you would at 15 mph.  Or to put it another way, you will hit the wall with the same impact you'd feel if you fell three stories. Crash Facts (available at http://www.dmv.state.va.us/webdoc/safety/crash_data/index.asp) One out of every five drivers will be involved in a traffic crash this year. Motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death among people age 44 and younger and the number one cause of head and spinal cord injury. Approximately 35,000 people die in motor vehicle crashes each year. About 50 percent (17,000) of these people could be saved if they wore their safety belts. More than 90 percent of all motorists believe safety belts are good idea, but less than 84 percent actually use them. For every 1% increase in safety belt use, 172 lives and close to $100 million in annual injury and death costs could be saved. When properly used, safety belts reduce the number of serious traffic injuries by 50% percent and fatalities by 60-70%. For maximum protection, safety belts should be fastened before traveling any distance or speed. 75% of crash deaths and injuries occur within 25 miles of home. More than half of all injury-producing motor vehicle crashes involve low speeds under 40 mph. Motorists are 25 times are more likely to be killed or seriously injured when they are "thrown clear" outside of the vehicle than when remain inside their vehicle. In a 30 mph collision an unbelted 160 pound person can strike another passenger, crash through a windshield and/or slam into the vehicle's interior with 4,800 pounds of force. Motorists can increase safety belt usage by example and verbal reminders. Nine out of 10 people buckle up when asked. Safety belt use is one of the best defenses against the unpredictable actions of the drunk driver. Today, over 25 countries around the world have some type of mandatory safety belt law. Results of these laws were measured; seatbelt usage rate went from 20-25% before a law was passed, to 60-90% after a law was enacted. A common cause of death and injury to children in motor vehicles is being crushed by adults who are not wearing safety belts. One out of four serious injuries to passengers is caused by occupants being thrown into each other.About 80% of all injuries to children in car crashes are injuries to the head, causing brain damage, permanent disfigurement, epilepsy, or death. Of every 100 children who die in motor vehicle crashes at least 80 would have survived if they had been properly secured in an approved child safety seat or safety belts. An estimated 80% of American children area immunized against contagious diseases, but less than 10% are properly restrained when riding in a motor vehicle.A properly worn seat belt keeps that second collision—the human collision—from happening during a wreck. 1. Adjust the lap belt to fit low and tight across the hips/pelvis: not across the abdomen.2. Place the shoulder belt snug across the chest, away from the neck.3. Never place the shoulder belt behind the back or under the arm.Ensure that the seatbelt is securely buckled. STUDENT ACTIVITYAsk students to describe what could potentially happen if a driver or passenger doesn’t wear his or her seat belt properly. Sample answers: If you crash or slam on your brakes, your car will come to a sudden stop, but your body will keep moving at the same speed at which you were traveling until you, too, are stopped—by the windshield, dashboard or sent skidding along the pavement. If any passenger under the age of 8 is not properly secured in a child safety seat or booster seat, regardless of who’s child it is, the driver will be fined $50.If any passenger under the age of 16 is not properly wearing a safety belt, the driver will be fined $25. The driver and passengers aged 16 or older are responsible for their own use of a seatbelt and must pay a $25 fine for a violation of safety belt laws. Drivers under age 19 who violate safety belt or child restraint laws will receive three demerit points and will be required to attend a driver improvement clinic. Demerit points may cause your car insurance rate to increase. If you are under age 19 and receive a second conviction, the DMV will suspend your driving privilege for 90 days. After the third demerit point conviction received while less than 18 years old, the DMV will revoke your permit or license for one year or until you reach age 18, whichever is longer. Furthermore, when you reach age 20 and need to have your license renewed, you will have to re-take the DMV traffic safety knowledge tests. Have students work in pairs or small groups to create a song or poem, design a billboard sign or advertisement, act out a commercial or short skit, etc., about the importance of properly wearing your seatbelt consequences of not wearing a seat belt and/or the potential consequences of not wearing it.



Knowledge and Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three out of four families with child safety seats fail to use them correctly. Adults need to follow manufacturer's instructions and secure and adjust seats properly before every trip. Children tend to grow rapidly and a child safety seat that may have fit properly when purchased might not fit after several months.Wearing the seatbelt correctly means with both straps are snugly fitted to transfer the impact of the force of the collision to the skeletal parts of your body that are most capable of absorbing the impact: your hipbones, sternum, and shoulder bones. With just the shoulder strap on, your lower body will slide forward causing severe injuries to you lower extremities and you can be strangled.  Using the lap belt alone doesn't keep your face from hitting the steering wheel and can cause spinal injuries that result in paraplegia. 



• Passengers younger than 12 are 
safer sitting in the rear seat

• Infants must always be secured in 
a rear-facing rear seat restraint

• Booster seats provide the correct 
position for children to wear adult 
safety belts as they grow taller

Adjusting the Vehicle for Your Passengers

Child Safety Seats and Booster Seats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use these graphics to discuss why drivers and passengers would choose to incorrectly wear seat belts. Have students brainstorm excuses why some people don’t wear seatbelts. Possible answers:“I'm only going a short distance."  80% of traffic fatalities occur within 25 miles of home and at speeds under 40 mph.  (Joke:  “my spouse is so dumb that when I told him/her that most crashes occur within 25 miles he/she said we need to move”.)I won't be in an accident: I'm a safe, attentive driver."  Even if you're a good driver, a bad driver may still hit you. "I'll just brace myself."  The force of the impact would shatter the arm or leg you used to brace yourself. Furthermore, one of the most common causes of wrecks is inattentiveness: you can’t brace yourself for something you don’t know is coming. “It will wrinkle my clothes.”  When they are cutting your clothes off, the EMTs are not be worried whether they are wrinkled, they are much more concerned about touching your blood.   "I'm afraid the belt will trap me in the car."  You are four times more likely to die outside your vehicle than inside your car.  You also can get out of the car a lot faster if you haven't been knocked unconscious. "They're uncomfortable."  Not as uncomfortable as broken bones, knocked out teeth and other severe injuries that could leave you crippled or in pain for the rest of your life. I don't need a belt - I've got an airbag."  Airbags are designed to be used in conjunction with a seatbelt to increase safety—they are not intended to replace seatbelts. Airbags inflate at speeds up to 200 mph, and if you’re not buckled in your seat, your body and face will be thrown at the same speed your vehicle was traveling before crash into the exploding air bag.*Remember, if you can convince students to wear a seatbelt you may save a life.



Safety Belt Use Laws
September 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) recommends booster seats for children until they are at least 8 years of age or 4'9" tall.All children ages 12 years and younger should ride in the back seat.  Putting children in the back seat eliminates the injury risk of deployed front passenger-side airbags, and places children in the safest part of the vehicle in the event of a crash. Child passengers should never be seated in front of an airbag.  Airbags can injure or kill children in a crash that might otherwise have been survivable. Overall, for children less than 16 years, riding in the back seat is associated with a 40 percent reduction in the risk of serious injury.  



Starting the Vehicle
Part One

Check/set your parking brake

Place your left foot on the dead pedal

Press brake pedal with your right foot

Ensure gear shift is in [P]ark or [N]eutral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virginia law requires that drivers and front seat passengers of motor vehicles wear safety belts, and to ensure that all passengers under age 18 are wearing age-appropriate safety belts while the vehicle is in motion on any public road.“Primary enforcement” means that a police officer may pull you over solely for a safety belt violation. “Secondary enforcement” means that a police officer must have some reason other than a safety belt violation to pull you over, but once pulled over, they can ticket you for any safety belt violations.In Virginia, safety belt violations are a secondary offense for any passenger aged 8 or older, it is a primary offense to violate the child restraint laws: all passengers under the age of 8 must be properly secured in an approved, well-fitting child restraint device.



Starting the Vehicle
Part Two

Insert ignition key, turn to start engine

Check dashboard instrument panel  for warning lights

Turn on your headlights

Visually identify an open space and target where you 
intend to move the car 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check to see if your parking brake usually located between the driver’s and front passenger’s seats, is engaged. If not, set it. If you are in an automatic transmission vehicle, place your left foot on the dead pedal so you can stabilize yourself and prepare for a weight shift in the vehicle.Place your left foot on the dead pedal and press the brake pedal with your right foot. Most cars will not allow you to shift from “Neutral” or “Park” unless your are pressing the brake pedal.Make sure the car is in Park or Neutral: most automatic transmission cars will not start in any other gear



Starting the Vehicle 
Part Three

Shift into the proper gear, usually Drive or Neutral

Release the parking brake

Scan for hazards between you and target

Signal your intentions and, when safe,

Release brake pedal, and gently accelerate to target

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turn the key all the way in the ignition and start the engine. Look at your dashboard instrument panel: What types of safety lights or warnings should you check for? Student Activity: Have the class name they types of safety lights or warnings on the dashboard instrument panelTurn on your headlights. Question: Why should you turn on your headlights no matter what time of day it is?



Securing Tasks

Find a safe, legal parking space.
Pay attention to signs forbidding or restricting parking during certain 
hours, how close you park to fire hydrants, curbs and intersections 
and whether it is metered parking.

Park your vehicle squarely in the space.
Leave enough space between vehicles on both sides so all vehicles’ 
occupants can exit/enter safely . This also prevents your vehicle from 
getting dinged by another car’s door.

Set the parking brake.
Always set your parking brake to keep the mechanism working 
smoothly. It protects the transaxle and constant velocity joints by 
taking the strain of the vehicle’s weight off of the gear.

delawareonline.com

en.wikipedia.org

public-domain.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virginia law requires you to turn on your headlights from sunset to sunrise, and whenever weather conditions, such as rain, smog, sleet or snow reduce your visibility and whenever you turn on your windshield wipers due to fog, rain sleet or snow. However, using your headlights even during the daylight hours will increase your safety, because other vehicles will be able to see you better.Student Activity: Have a student sit on a chair or stool in front of a chalk board, staring straight ahead. Stand about five feet behind and slight to the side of the student, tell the student that you are holding a turned-off flashlight to represent the headlights of another vehicle ask him or her to verbally indicate when the flashlight comes into his or her field of vision. Hold the flashlight out in front of you, eye-level with the student driver and slowly move forward on the “driver’s” side until the student indicates that he or she can see the flashlight. Mark the point at which the student could see the turned off flashlight on the chalkboard. Repeat the exercise with the flashlight turned on, and examine the difference between the two marks on the chalkboard. If you are driving a vehicle with an automatic transmission you will shift into either “Drive” or “Reverse;” if you drive a manual transmission you will shift into either “First Gear” or “Reverse.” If you right foot is not pressing on the brake pedal the gear shift may not move. Release the parking brake completely. If you fail to fully release your parking brake, when you press the accelerator you will feel resistance from your car in the form of shuddering or vibrations, and eventually begin to smell the brakes burning as your brake pads are being worn down. Scan the space around you and between you and the target area to identify potential hazards and an open space;Check for hazards and, when safe, signal your intended path of travel, release the brake pedal and gently accelerate toward your target.



Securing the Vehicle
Part Two

Shift the gear 
selector into Park

• Manual  transmission vehicles will go in either neutral, or (1) 
first gear.

• Most vehicles will not allow you to remove the keys from the 
ignition unless the car is in ‘Park.’

Turn off vehicle 
accessories that 
will continue to 

drain battery 
power if left “on.”

• If you fail to turn off certain accessories (headlights, dome 
lights, etc.) they continue to drain power from the battery, 
which is no longer being recharged by a running engine, and 
after a while, you will not have enough power to start your 
car.

• Try using jumper cables to jump-start a dead battery.

• Most cars will ding if you fail to take the key out of the 
ignition, leave door open or fail to turn on a light.

Lock the doors 
and take the keys 
with you as you 

exit.

• Locksmiths don’t come cheap, so avoid locking your keys in 
the car by getting a spare set. 

• Lock your doors to help prevent against theft.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you park your vehicle, make sure you are parked in a legal area. The VA code (VA Code 46.2-1239) requires you to maintain at least 15 feet of space between where you are parked and:A fire hydrantEntrance to a fire stationPlainly designated building housing rescue squad equipment or ambulances The property lines at any highway intersectionIf you are parked alongside a curb, make sure you are within 12 inches of the curb.Never park in a spot designated for handicapped drivers without the proper, government-issued placard or license plate.Try to park in a place that is open and well-lit.Make sure that there is enough room on both sides of your vehicle for your passengers, and passengers in the cars next to you to enter and exit without hitting the other car with a door. 



• Different vehicles will steer and 
handle differently

• Slower speeds require faster steering 
wheel movement

• Faster speeds require slower steering 
movement

• Steer right – vehicle turns to the right                                          
Steer left – vehicle turns to the left

Topic 3: Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls

Steering Wheel Control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shift the gear selector into “Park,” if driving an automatic transmission, or in “First Gear or Neutral” if driving a manual transmission.If you fail to turn the ignition all the way to the “Off” position or if you leave certain vehicle accessories on, such as headlights, dome lights, or the radio they will continue to pull energy from your battery without replenishing it (as it does when the vehicle is running) and if you leave them on for long enough, your battery will completely drain and you will need to jump start your vehicle. Many vehicles will emit a continuous, “ding, ding, ding” warning sound while your door is open if you attempt to exit without fully turning off the ignition or if you fail to turn off one of these battery-draining accessories. During the daytime it can be difficult to tell at a glance if you left your headlights or dome lights on, so pay attention if your car makes a warning sound when you exit. Lock the doors to your vehicle to prevent theft of valuables or even the vehicle itself. 



Accelerator and Brake Pedals
• Position the right heel of foot on the floor so the 

ball of foot can pivot between pedals

• The accelerator  pedal is used to maintain,                         
increase, and/or decrease speed

• The larger pedal to the left of the accelerator,  is 
the brake, used to slow or stop vehicle.

Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review Question: Where should you place your hands on the steering wheel? Answer: At 8 and 4 o’ clockAlways turn the steering wheel in the direction that you, the driver, want the vehicle to move, regardless of the forward or backward movement.  The steering wheel has a profound effect on the “behavior” of that vehicle.  It allows the driver to make changes in the direction the vehicle is traveling.  It also can drastically change the balance of the car in terms of where the weight is shifted.  In fact, it can cause a whole storm of forces that can be thrown in just about every direction causing loss of vehicle control.  There are several types of steering techniques:Hand to Hand Steering, also known as “Shuffle Steering” or “Push-Pull Steering:” How do you use this technique? One hand pushes up on the steering wheel while the other hand slides to the top and then pulls the wheel down: your goal is to always keep your left hand on whichever part of the steering wheel is currently on the left side of the car, and your right hand on the part of the steering wheel on the right side of the car.Why should I use this technique? By shuffling your hands around the steering wheel  you avoid crossing your arms over your body, which, if the airbag deployed, could cause serious injury. Additionally, since your hands are sliding around the steering wheel itself, your arms remain in the position at which they have maximum control of the vehicle and you will maintain your personal center of gravity and balanced driving position throughout the turn.When should you use this technique? Shuffle steering Maintenance of the balance and stability of the car is of utmost importance and becomes even more important as speed increases.  Any steering input has to be done smoothly and progressively so that the passengers do not feel the weight shifts. Most vehicle crashes are caused by driver error, and incorrect use to the steering wheel causes many of these crashes. One of the most notorious circumstances is where the novice driver drifts slightly too far to the right of the lane and the tire hits the rumble strip or shoulder, panics, and then overcorrects steering drastically left, sometimes into the opposite lane—and oncoming traffic. The “rumble strip” is a narrow lane of grooved asphalt located to the right of the white line along the right of your lane along many interstates. When you drive on it, your car will vibrate and you will hear a loud “rumbling” sound. The rumble strip is there to alert drivers that may absentmindedly drift to the right that they are at the edge of the road and should adjust their course. 



Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls

Parking brake
• Small pedal located to the left of the driver or 

a hand-operated lever near the center console
• Used to hold vehicle in place when parked
• Can be used as an “emergency brake”

Clutch pedal (Manual shift)
• Pedal located to the left of the brake
• Depress pedal to switch gears  
• ease off clutch until friction point to smoothly  

engage engine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The accelerator pedal is suspended from the firewall on the right side of the driver’s position.  Speed is controlled by adjusting the amount of pressure you put on the accelerator pedal with your right foot. In order to increase the vehicle’s speed, press the accelerator pedal.  In order to decrease the vehicle’s speed, first slow down a little by easing off the accelerator pedal. If after easing off of the accelerator pedal you find that you still need to decrease speed, pivot your right foot to the pedal on the left, which is the brake. Use the ball of your foot, not your toes, to apply pressure to the brake pedal.How rapidly the vehicle slows is a result by how fast and how much pressure is applied to the brake pedal. Question: What happens to your vehicle if you suddenly slam on the brakes? What happens to the contents of and people in your vehicle?Answer: The weight of the vehicle will shift to the front tires causing unsecured objects and people to fly forwards. Slamming on your brakes is not only uncomfortable for the vehicle’s passengers and harsh on the parts of your vehicle’s brake system, it is also dangerous because the vehicle behind you may not have enough time to react to your brake light and crash into your vehicle’s rear bumper. One of the key features of a being a good driver is the smoothness of the ride.  Pressing hard on the accelerator or brake pedal will cause sudden shifts in the distribution of weight on the car's suspension which will unsettle the balance of the car and its occupants. Rapidly braking or accelerating at the wrong time, such as during inclement weather or a sharp turn, will inevitably eventually result in losing control over your vehicle. Avoid hard acceleration and braking whenever possible. Smooth acceleration, cornering, and braking also extend the life of the engine, transmission, brakes, and tires. There are three phases in smooth braking:1. Braking begins by recognizing a need to slow down as much application of force on the brake as initially needed. 2. Once the weight of the car settles onto the front tires, and you'll adjust the amount of pressure you are exerting on the brake pedal accordingly trying to minimize the feel of the weight shift; and if you braked early enough, the car will travel some distance using a fairly constant brake pedal pressure.3. Towards the end of the braking zone when the vehicle has been slowed to near its final speed and just before coming to a stop, gradually release pressure off the pedal making the transition from the majority of the weight on the front tires, to equal weight being on all tires as smooth as possible. 

http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0PDoX2T3jRNRDAAkUijzbkF/SIG=12jruuv6l/EXP=1295396883/**http:/i238.photobucket.com/albums/ff4/turboavalanche/Pedal.jpg
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Ignition Switch or Remote
• Located on the dashboard
• Off/Accessories/On/Start

Cruise/Speed Control
• Located on steering wheel, dash, or 

lever to the right of the wheel
• Allows vehicle to maintain constant 

speed and should be used only on 
dry pavement

Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the parking brake is to hold a vehicle in place when it is parked.To set a foot-operated parking brake, push down firmly on the pedal. To release, press the pedal down until a click is heard or pull the brake release lever.  To set a console mounted parking brake, pull back firmly on the lever.  To release, use the thumb to press the button located on the top of the lever and lower the lever. In most cars, the hand brake (also called emergency brake, e-brake, parking brake) is a brake usually used to keep the car stationary.  But in a manual transmission vehicle (stick shift) it is used as an aid when starting the vehicle from a stopped position when going up an incline - with one foot on the clutch (to disengage it smoothly), the other on the accelerator (to avoid stalling from the increased torque required by the incline), a third limb (hand brake) is needed for the brake (to avoid rolling backwards while moving a foot from brake to accelerator).STUDENT ACTIVITIESQ:  If the parking brake is set, will the vehicle move? A: If it is working properly it should not move.Q: What wheel(s) does this brake control?  A: The parking brake has two cables that are attached to the rear wheels.Q: How do you release the parking brake?  A: Depends on the vehicle.Q: Should the parking brake be used year-round? A: No, when parking in freezing weather, avoid using the parking brake. The brake linings could freeze to the brake drum and disk. If necessary, block tires with rocks or other heavy objects. The ClutchThe main difference in operating a car with a stick shift (manual transmission) versus one with automatic transmission is that with the manual transition you need to shift gears based on the vehicle's speed, and this requires the use of the clutch pedal and the gear shift (stick). When the clutch pedal is depressed the clutch is disengaged, and the engine and the transmission is separated. Gears can be selected at this time, or the car can be stopped without stalling.It's not depressing the clutch pedal that takes practice; it’s releasing it in the proper proportion to the amount of force you are applying to the accelerator pedal. If the clutch pedal is released too quickly in proportion to the amount of pressure you placing on the accelerator pedal, the car will jerk forward. If you release the clutch too quickly from a stop, (shifting from Neutral to First Gear), the engine will stall-out. If this happens at a stop light or stop sign, don’t panic: if you are on a hill, engage the brake pedal so you do not roll backwards into someone else’s car, press the clutch in all the way, re-start the engine and try again. If the clutch pedal is not released quickly enough, you will hear your engine “rev-up” and the needle on the RPM meter on your dashboard instrument panel will move from “0” to a much higher number very quickly. The higher the RPMs, the more fuel you are using, so if you are driving and the RPMs are too high, it is time to switch to the next highest gear.Smooth starts and gradual transition between gears once the vehicle is in motion will take a while to get used to and requires more practice than operating an automatic transmission vehicle. Many new vehicles with automatic transmission can also be shifted manually without a clutch. The dual-clutch transmission, also called the semi-automatic transmission, is a "clutchless" manual transmission and the automated manual transmission. Question: What are the advantages and disadvantages of buying a vehicle with an automatic transmission? A manual transmission?Answer: Automatic transmissions are easier to drive because the engine automatically changes gears when the engine reaches a certain RPM. You do not have to worry as much about drifting backwards on hills when accelerating from a standstill, and they leave you free to use both hands to control the steering wheel/vehicle accessories. On the down side, they tend to be more expensive, burn a little more gas, and take some control of the vehicle away from the driver.Manual transmission cars tend to be less expensive, use less fuel and give you more control over the vehicle, but they take more practice to master and you will need to use each hand and foot to control a different aspect of the vehicle.  



Located on steering column or center 
console

• Press button on end of lever
• P=Park, R=Reverse, N=Neutral, D=Drive 

(O/D overdrive on/off switch) 2=Stronger 
engine braking L=Maximum engine braking

• Brake pedal must be depressed to place 
vehicle in gear or park

Locating and Operating Vehicle Controls

Gear Selector Lever

Automatic Transmission

Manual Transmission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ignition switch If your vehicle requires a key to be inserted into the ignition to start, it is located on the right side of the steering column near the dashboard or on the dashboard;When you simply insert the key, you might hear a “dinging” sound which is your vehicle alerting you that your key is in the ignition. At this position, your engine/vehicle accessories will not work; if you turn the key halfway, this enables you to use the vehicle accessories such as the radio and electric windows. When you turn the key all the way in the ignition, the engine will start. Caution students: do not hold key in “ON” position for longer than a few seconds or until you hear the engine engage; if you do, you may damage your starter. You will know if you’ve turned the key too far too long because your engine will make an abnormal, loud straining sound.Diesel ignition switch requires waiting for the glow light to go off before starting the engineCruise control is an optional feature exclusive to automatic transmissions that allows vehicle to maintain a desired speed without using the brake or accelerator pedals. It does not control your steering wheel or steer for you!  The cruise control buttons are usually located on the steering column, on either side the steering wheel and/or on the end of the lever located on the right side of the steering column and include: On/offSet/accelerate/resumeCoast and cancelUse cruise control by using the accelerator pedal to reach the speed you wish to maintain, then turn the cruise control switch/button “On” and then, “Set.” You can cancel cruise control by either tapping the brake or touching the cruise control “Off” button/switch.Cruise control won’t engage at speeds less than 25 mph; it is usually only used when driving on interstates where the speed limit is constant and there are few, if any reasons to brake. Remember that interstate speed limits may change as you approach a city, busy area, or during road work/maintenance, so remain alert to the speed limit signs and adjust your speed accordingly so you don’t cruise your way into a speeding ticket. Advantages of cruise control:Reduces driver fatigue on long drives; Improves comfort by allowing positioning changes more safely; Often results in better fuel efficiency by keeping you at a constant speed;Reduces the chance of inadvertently violating speed limits;Some cruise control systems have additional functions beyond controlling the speed of your car. For instance, some cruise control systems can accelerate or decelerate the car by 1 mph with the tap of a button. Hit the button 10 times to go 10 mph faster. Adaptive cruise control is a “smart car” feature that can automatically adjust a car's speed to maintain a safe following distance, as it uses forward-looking radar installed behind the grill of a vehicle to detect the speed and distance of the vehicle ahead of it. Dangers of using cruise control:May cause “highway hypnosis” due to a lack of need to maintain a constant pedal pressure;When used during inclement weather or while driving on wet or snow- and/or ice-covered roads, the vehicle could go into a skid, and stepping on the brake during an emergency to disengage the cruise control may result in the driver losing control of the vehicle.



Turn Signal Lever
• Located on left side of steering wheel
• Lift up for right turn, press down for left turn
• Lane change hold up or press down half way

Hazard Flashers 
• Located on steering column to the right or 

instrumental panel
Windshield Wipers and Washer Control
• Part of turn signal lever in some vehicles
• Opposing lever on some vehicles
• Two controls: one for speed, one for washer fluid

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gear selector leverThe gear selector lever is how you control the direction of a vehicle with an automatic transmission; Lever is located on the steering column or on the center console;Question: What do the letters and numbers on the gear selector lever mean?Answers:P stands for “park,” and secures your car in one place, preventing it from moving in any direction. Your vehicle will not let you start the engine or remove the keys from the ignition unless it is in this gear, or neutral. Additionally, you cannot shift most modern cars out of park unless you are applying pressure to the brake pedal. Do not place the car in park until it has come to a complete standstill or you may cause engine damage. R stands for “reverse,” and is engaged when you want to move the vehicle backwards; N stands for “neutral,” meaning the vehicle is not in any specific gear and can be moved forward or backward by manually pushing it, towing it, or from the force of gravity from a hill. D stands for “drive,” and will be the gear you use most often when you want the vehicle to move forward.2 stands for “second gear,” and means the transmission will start in second gear and remain in second gear. This is useful when starting out on slippery surfaces and to avoid “riding the brakes” when driving down a long, steep hill.L or 1 stands for “low” or “first gear.” Selecting this option will keep your vehicle in its lowest gear, not shifting to the next gear as you apply the accelerator: this allows you to use your car’s maximum power when on a steep hill, but will greatly limit your speed. Some transmissions will either shift out of first gear or cut power to the engine once you reach a certain speed to prevent damage to the transmission and/or engine. Shift the gear selector lever into the appropriate gear by pushing the button at the top of the lever with the thumb to release, and then pushing or pulling the lever to the chosen gear. Lever will slide from Drive to Neutral without button or pullback Q: How is Park different from Neutral?A: Your vehicle cannot be moved when in park, but can be moved by an outside force when in neutral. Q: When would Neutral be used instead of Park?A: If your car breaks down and you need to move it to the side of the street, you would put the car in neutral, have one person control the direction and limit the speed of the vehicle by operating the steering wheel and brake pedal while another person(s) push the vehicle forward. Manual transmission   In most modern vehicles, the gear shift lever is located on the floor or console to the right of the driver and operated with the right hand.In order to shift gears, you must fully push the clutch pedal in with your left foot: this is called “disengaging” the clutch and it separates the engine and transmission, allowing you to select your gear. When you select a moving gear, simultaneously, slowly and smoothly release the clutch while gently apply pressure to the accelerator. Different vehicles have different layouts of gear patterns, but they are usually printed on the top of the gear shifter to help guide you, although eventually you will be able to shift into the correct gear without looking.  



Headlights / Running 
Lights/Tail Lights

• Controlled usually by a knob or switch located on 
the left of the dash or a lever on the steering column

• Low to high beam pull toward you or push away
• On/Off: twist lever away or toward you to proper 

setting

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turn Signal Lever This is a communication device located on left side of steering column that is used to signal your intent to either turn right or left, or to change which lane you are traveling in. When you push it to one side or the other, it will engage the corresponding turn signal, making a repeated, “click-click, click-click,” sound until the lever is disengaged.After you have completed a 90 degree turn, the turn signal will automatically shut off when the steering wheel straightens back out, but if the turn is only a slight turn or lane change, the driver may need to cancel the signal manually.Since making a 90 degree turn usually requires you to slow your vehicle down, signaling your intent to turn before applying your brakes helps other drivers avoid rear-ending your vehicle.Q: Does a signal mean you can make the turn?Q: What would you do if you were driving in bumper-to-bumper traffic and someone was signaling to enter your lane?  Hazard flashers cause all four turn signals to flash simultaneously and serve to make your vehicle more visible under certain hazardous conditions. VA Code §46.2.1040 allows the use of hazard lights under the following conditions:When temporarily stopped on the traveled or paved portion of the highway to signal approaching motorists of the existing hazard;When you have slowed or stopped your vehicle at the scene of a traffic hazard;When traveling as part of a funeral procession;When traveling at a speed of thirty miles per hour or less (exception for vehicles traveling at a faster speed as part of a funeral procession)School buses flash hazard lights when approaching or stopping at railroad crossings. · The button to activate your hazard flashers is usually located on the top or right side of the steering column or instrument panel and marked with a red triangle·QUESTIONS:Q: What color are the hazard lights?  A: Rear-red, side-amber, and front-yellow. Q: When would you use hazard lights?  A: Disabled vehicle, slow moving vehicle, pulling a trailer, in fog, heavy vehicle going up a steep grade, funeral procession, etc.Wipers/washers All vehicles come equipped with two windshield wipers on the front windshield. Some vehicles come with a windshield wiper on the rear window, and/or head lights. Their purpose is to allow you to see better when driving in rain or snow, or to clear dirt/grime from the windshield (which can cause glare). The driver can control the speed of the wipers and apply washer fluid to clean the windshield using a wand located on the turn signal lever or on an opposing lever. If the vehicle is equipped with rear and headlight wipers/washers located on steering column or dashboard.Windshield washer liquid reservoir is located under the hood.Some vehicles are equipped with heated wiper blades have a heating element inside the rubber squeegee.  The heat is activated through the wiring and switch hooked up to the vehicle’s 12 volt electrical system.  They melt the snow and ice and for improved vision when driving through a winter storm.Wiper blades should be checked every 6 months and changed once a year for nicks and wear. If your wipers start smearing rain/dirt on your windshield when activated, that indicates you probably need new wipers. Virginia law requires the use of headlights when using your windshield wipers.Some high-end and newer cars have a rain-sensing wiper control system detects the presence and amount of rain using a rain sensor.  The sensor automatically adjusts the speed of the blade according to the amount of rain detected.  There is a manual override button or switch to turn off the system.Encourage students to refer to vehicle owner’s manual for accurate use and special features.  



Horn
• Located on the steering wheel cross bar or on 

the pad on the lower half of the wheel, above or 
below the air bag cover., and usually marked 
with horn symbol

• Used as a warning device only

Hood Release
• Usually located on the left side under the 

instrument panel
• Pull the lever to release the hood
• A second latch under the hood also needs to be 

released
• Driver often the confuse the brake release with 

the hood release

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
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Presentation Notes
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recommends using headlights whenever the vehicle is in motion, making the vehicle more visible to others.Recall results of class activity with flashlight from slide 34, Starting your VehicleSome newer vehicles have headlights that automatically turn on when the engine is on, and automatically turn off when the engine is turned off. Vehicles may be equipped with daytime running lights located only in the front of the vehicle.Light switches or knobs on the dashboard and steering column control headlights, taillights, side marker lights, instrument panel, and license plate illumination light. Pull lever toward you or push away to change from “low beam” to “high beam.” Always turn off your high beams when a car approaching you from the opposite direction gets within 500 feet, or when you are coming up behind a vehicle and get within 350 feet. Dashboard instrument panel and accessory lights may be controlled with a separate dimmer switch that allows you to control how brightly the lights in your instrument panel are displayed. To reiterate: VA law requires that you must turn on your headlights when using your windshield wipers in inclement weather.If you have to turn your vehicle’s headlights on/off manually, do not forget to turn them off upon exiting the vehicle—in bright sunlight it can be difficult to tell whether or not your headlights are on, but your car should start making a “ding, ding, ding” alarm sound if you open the driver’s side door while the headlights are still on. 	Refer to vehicle owner’s manual for accurate use and directions QUESTIONS:Q: When do you use low beam and high beam headlights?Q: Why is it recommended to use headlights at all times?Q: How do you know the lights are on or are working?Q: How and when would you use your lights to communicate?  



Trunk Release (if equipped)  
• Located in glove box, driver’s door, or keyless remote entry fob
• Inside trunk of all cars manufactured after 2002 - safety release device glows 

in the dark for emergency trunk escape

Fuel Door Release (if equipped) 
• Can be a lever on floor to the left of the driver’s seat or may be located in 

the glove box 

Sun Visor
• Angle away from face for glare protection 

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
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Presentation Notes
The horn is located on the steering wheel cross bar or on “the pad” on the lower half of the wheel, above or below the air bag cover.  It is usually marked with horn symbol.  You may need to use a light tap or a loud blast of your horn to warn someone of danger or alert someone who doesn’t see you of your presence such as in the following situations:To alert a bicyclist or pedestrianWhen a car you're passing begins to drift into your laneTo establish eye contact with other driversOn narrow mountain roads with limited visibility due to curves or hills When emerging from narrow alleys or drivewaysTo avoid a crash To alert others that you've lost control of your carDo not use the horn for the following situations:If the driver in front of you is driving too slowlyTo express anger or annoyanceWhen passing bicyclistsWhen approaching horses or other animalsIn the presence of blind pedestriansTo greet friends or scare someoneHood releaseYou will need to use the hood release to access your engine and perform your routine self-checks and/or maintenance. Pull the lever or push a button in your vehicle to unlatch the hood (see vehicle owner’s manual for precise location).Your hood will not automatically pop-up, you will need to release a second latch located under the hood, usually in the center. Drivers who use a parking brake operated by foot often confuse the parking brake release and the hood release: look at the icons on the levers for the one showing a popped trunk. 



Heater/Ventilation/Air Conditioner (HVAC) 
• Temperature control
• Variable fan speed
• Air flow movement
• Windshield defroster
• Rear window defroster

Optional Accessories
• Radio/Sound System
• Other?

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
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Presentation Notes
The Trunk Release is a button located in the vehicle on the driver’s side, in the glove box, or as a remote control feature on some key knobs.Beginning in the 2002 model year, all new cars are equipped with an interior glow-in-the-dark release handle inside the trunk that allows people to escape from a locked trunk.Every year, 10 to 20 people die trapped in a car trunk, estimates Janette Fennell, founder and president of Kids And Cars, a national nonprofit organization dedicated to reducing injury and death to children in or around motor vehicles. While many victims are children playing hide-and-seek, many more are adults put in trunks in the course of a crime, says Fennell. Now that interior release handles are mandatory, most of these incidents now happen in older cars not equipped with release handles. Fuel Door Release prevents theft and tampering with gas tank. Lever or button is located on the driver’s side of the vehicle.Sun Visor – Positives and NegativesPositives: Car visors are used to block the sun from a driver's eyes, as mirrors, or to store compact discs.  When used properly, sun visors add to the comfort and safety to your ride. Visors are most commonly used in early morning and late afternoon when the sun is in a position to compromise your vision, even when you have the gradient tint on upper portion of the windshield. They can also swivel to block sunlight from coming in through the side windows, and in some cars there are small extensions that the driver can extend outward to shade the area between the visors and the rear view mirror.Dangers:  In a crash, an improperly positioned visor can cause injury if the edge of the visor is tilted at an angle towards the driver. Furthermore, when the airbag deploys it can shatter a sun visor, sending sharp shards flying through the cabin. Passenger sun visors are usually equipped with a mirror and vanity lights that can shatter without much force. Sun visors should be used at an angle past 90 degrees.  



Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
• The Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) 

uses a dashboard warning light to alert the 
driver when one or more of a vehicle’s tires is 
significantly underinflated – a leading cause of 
tire failure

• A tire is considered significantly underinflated 
when its pressure is 25 percent below the 
vehicle manufacturer’s recommended tire 
inflation pressure

• Since September 1, 2007, all new vehicles have 
TPMS

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
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Controls are typically located on the instrument panel and usually regulate temperature, fan speeds, and location of air flow movementVentilation/defroster system keeps windshield and windows moisture free as air is moved through the vehicleSome vehicles have an optional switch for the rear window defroster Refer to vehicle owner’s manual for accurate use and directionsRadio and sound system—preset to limit distractions Questions and Answers/Tasks for ReflectionQ: List different accessories.  A: backup cameras, GPS, Bluetooth, seat warmers, sun roof, etc. Q: How does the air conditioner help defog the window.  A: Removes the humidity Q: Does running the air conditioning affect your gas mileage?   A: The air conditioner draws its power from the engine which uses some gas, but with a newer vehicle the amount of gas used is minimal.  Actually, when traveling 45 mph or faster, using the air conditioner is more fuel efficient than driving with the windows down. Driving with the windows down at faster speeds creates drag which means that your engine has to work harder to keep your car at the current speed, and this burns more gas than if you just ran your air conditioner. Also, on very hot days roll the windows down before you start driving to cool the vehicle down so the air conditioner does not have to work as hard.Q: Why would you turn your air conditioner off and your heater on if your car overheats?          A: Because the heater uses engine heat to warm air in the cabin. Running the heater full blast will take a significant amount of heat away from the engine.



• Backup Camera
Activates when the vehicle is shifted to 
Reverse
Helps drivers see the blind spot directly 
behind the bumper and beyond

• Global Positioning System
Gives reliable location and time 
information anywhere on or near Earth 
when there is an unobstructed line of 
sight to four or more GPS satellites

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
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Presentation Notes
A Tire-pressure monitoring system (TPMS) is an electronic system designed to monitor the air pressure inside the pneumatic tires on various types of vehicles. The system is also sometimes referred to as a tire-pressure indication system (TPIS). These systems report real-time, tire-pressure information to the driver of the vehicle, either via a gauge, a pictogram display, or a simple low-pressure warning light. Properly inflated tires are safer and last longer. For some of the new tires, however, it’s very difficult to visually determine if they are properly inflated. The car’s tire monitoring system will only alert you when one or more tires are significantly underinflated.  So you need to check your tire pressure when your tires are cold, or after less than a mile of driving once a month. According to the US Department of Energy, you can improve your gas mileage by keeping your tires inflated to the proper pressure. Under-inflated tires can lower gas mileage by 0.3 percent for every one pounds per square inch (psi) drop in pressure of all four tires. According to experts, tires naturally lose about 1 to 2 pounds of pressure, measured in (psi), every month. Low tire pressure affects fuel economy by increasing the tires’ rolling resistance, which makes the engine work harder to move the car.The proper tire pressure for your vehicle is usually found on a sticker in the driver's side door jamb or the glove box and in your owner's manual. Do not use the maximum pressure printed on the tire's sidewall.



• Location of gauges, controls, alert and warning symbols/lights varies from 
one vehicle to another

• Refer to vehicle owner’s manual for accurate use and directions
• Instrument panel is usually back-lit at night
• Some vehicles have a “rheostat” to regulate the intensity of the light

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices      
Instrument Panel Gauges and Lights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Backup CameraIf the regulations proposed by NHTSA win approval, by the start of the 2015 model year, September 2014, every new car and light truck will come with a back-up safety system. Many automakers are already offering video camera options, and systems are available from the factory or as after-market installations.If all vehicles had back-up cameras, the U.S. would have 95 fewer deaths each year and 7,072 fewer injuries, the traffic safety administration said and the report stated:100 very young children die each year in low-speed back-up accidents.Most back-overs of children happen in their families’ driveway.Most back-over incidences happen in parking lots.In some of these cases, parents or a close relative are responsible for these deaths.  Back-over accidents by a pickup or SUV are four times more likely to be fatal than the same incident with a passenger car.The main reason that back-over accidents are so frequent is that every vehicle has a rear blind zone, which is the area you can't see from the driver's seat.  The blindzone to the rear is bigger than one might think, ranging from about 25 feet for a minivan to 50 feet for some pickup trucks. NOTE: Rearview cameras can also make it far easier to hook up a trailer, especially if you have no one to help you line up the hitch and coupler.The Global Positioning System (GPS) A space-based global navigation satellite system provides reliable location and time information in all weather and at all times and anywhere on or near the Earth when and where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS satellites. It is maintained by the U.S. government and is freely accessible by anyone with a GPS receiver.



Control, Information, Comfort, and Safety Devices

Location and description for all instruments and 
features can be found in the Vehicle Owner’s Manual

Instrument Panel
• Speedometer

• Tachometer 

• Odometer

• Fuel  Gauge

• Temperature

• Oil Pressure

• Alternator 
charging system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every modern car has an instrument panel designed to warn you of any possible malfunctions.  If you know what the warnings mean, and you take action you can save a lot of money in costly repairs if you catch a problem early enough.  Many expensive car repairs could have been avoided if people had heeded the warnings or knew what they meant.



• Airbag Warning Light

• Brake System Warning Light

• ABS Alert/Warning Light

Control, Information, Comfort, and Safety Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the ignition key is turned on, the warning lights come on. Drivers should scan all the symbols, know their location, and confirm they are working.  Speedometer indicates the speed of the vehicle in miles per hour and/or kilometers per hour Tachometer is not found on all vehicles and indicates engine revolutions per minute (Red zone indicates engine damage area)Odometer keeps track of total number of miles the vehicle has been driven (some vehicles have trip odometers to measure specific distances traveled).  The trip odometer is also a good way to determine gas mileage.Fuel gauge shows amount of fuel remaining in the fuel tank and the low fuel warning light indicates you have “X” number of miles left on that tank of gas.Temperature light or gauge monitors the cooling system function. A reading on your temperature gauge near the “H” zone is an indication of trouble. Pull over, shift into neutral, and allow your engine to idle. Do not continue to drive if the gauge does not return to normal. You can seriously damage your engine if it is overheating and you continue to drive.Oil pressure alert light indicates the oil is not circulating at the proper pressure. This device does not indicate amount of oil in engine, and low oil flow may trigger the device due to oil pump inability to pick up fluid.  There can be a variety of reasons why your engine is not getting enough lubrication, but the most important thing to know is that poor lubrication can wreak havoc on your engine. The longer you drive with this problem, the more permanent the damage will be to your engine. Seek service immediately.The alternator provides electrical current to the battery. When the warning light goes on, it indicates the battery is not getting enough energy to maintain its charge. Turn off electrical devices and have system checked without delay.   



Control, Information, Comfort, and Safety Devices

• Turn Signal 
Indicator Light 

• High Beam 
Indicator Light

• Others 

Location and description for all controls and safety devices are 
located in the Vehicle Owner’s Manual

Instrument Panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airbag:  When the ignition is turned on, the airbag resets the computer and sensor. The airbag symbol alert light comes on for a few seconds indicating that the system is functioning  The warning light will stay on when the system is not functioningStop and turn off ignition for ten seconds, then restart to let system resetIf warning light remains on, get is serviced immediately, do not move the vehicle until the airbag system is functioning The brake system warning light serves multiple purposes:  Reminds you to release the parking brake before movingIf it comes on while pressing the brake, or while driving, it means part or all of the system is not working properlyContact dealership to have brake system corrected immediatelyThe ABS alert symbol comes on when the ignition is turned on, and then it goes out indicating the system is functioning. ABS helps maintain steering control during hard braking by keeping the wheels from locking, therefore, keep rolling traction and steer ability If the warning light goes on when the system is engaged, a problem exists If it stays on, pull to the side and restart the vehicle after ten seconds to resetCheck with dealership; vehicle can be driven with regular braking system intact Vehicles may be equipped with four-wheel ABS, but some trucks may only have rear-wheel ABS
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Air Bag On/Off Switch

Air Bag Functioning

Antilock Brake System 
Functioning

Theft-Deterrent System 
Activation

12 Volt Extension Outlet

Battery/Alternator 
Warning Light

Brake Warning Light

Safety Alert Symbol

Vent and Air Flow Control

Door Locks

Low Oil Pressure Warning Light

Temperature Indicator

Seat Belt Reminder

Fog Lamps

Drive Wheel Selector

Emergency Flashers

Fuse / Fuse Box

Fuel Indicator

Turn Signal Wipers Stalk 

T.

Headlights/High Beam 
Indicator

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
Alert/Warning Symbols and Controls Worksheet
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Presentation Notes
The turn signal indicator lights indicate the direction you have signaled to turn.Usually a green arrow flashes on the dashboard when the signal is activated and stops flashing after the turn is completed or when cancelled.  Both arrows flashing indicate the hazards lights are on.  		  High beam Indicator (blue light) indicates the high beam headlights are on. Must be dimmed when following another vehicle within 200 feet or approaching within 500 feetNeed to check high beam indicator warning light when turning on headlights 
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Horn

Hood Release Lighter Indicator

Interior Light Adjustment 

Fan Speed Indicator

Adjust Left/Right Side Mirror

Parking Lamp Indicator

Overdrive On/Off  Indicator

Exterior Lights

Steering Wheel Height 
Adjustment

Cruise Control Device

Rear Defroster Indicator

Power Window Controls
Left/Right Signal 

Indicator

Electronic Traction Control 
SystemTrunk Release

Windshield Washer

Windshield Wipers

Front Windshield Defroster 

Locating and Operating Vehicle Devices
Alert/Warning Symbols and Controls Worksheet

ETS OFF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The worksheets are animated to reveal the answer to the symbols’ name. Practice with the worksheet, then use the following quiz for students to evaluate student understanding of each symbol.  Air-Bag ON/OFF SwitchAir-Bag Readiness Anti-lock Brake SystemAntitheft SystemAuxiliary Power Source (cigarette lighter) Battery Charging SystemBraking System WarningCaution Possible InjuryClimate Control SystemDoor Lock/UnlockEngine Oil PressureEngine Temperature GaugeFasten Safety BeltsFog Lamps4-Wheel Drive Low/HighFuel GaugeFusesHazard FlashersHeadlamp Control SwitchDaytime Running Light indicator



Alert/Warning Symbols and Controls Quiz
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U.  High Beam Indicator LightV.  Hood ReleaseW.  HornX.  Ignition SwitchY.  Instrument Panel Dimmer SwitchZ.  LighterAA. Master Lighting SwitchBB. Overdrive “Off”CC.  Parking LightsDD. Power Side View MirrorsEE. Power WindowsFF. Rear Window DefrosterGG. Electronic Traction System “off”HH. Tilt Steering Wheel leverII.  Trunk ReleaseJJ.  Turn Signal Indicator LightsKK.  Windshield DefrosterLL.  Windshield WasherMM.  Windshield WipersNN.  Cruise Control 
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Control Devices QuizAir-Bag ON/OFF SwitchAir-Bag Readiness Anti-lock Brake SystemAntitheft SystemAuxiliary Power Source (cigarette lighter) Battery Charging SystemBraking System WarningCaution Possible InjuryClimate Control SystemDoor Lock/UnlockEngine Oil PressureEngine Temperature GaugeFasten Safety BeltsFog Lamps4-Wheel Drive Low/HighFuel GaugeFusesHazard FlashersHeadlamp Control SwitchDaytime Running Light indicator
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